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Executive Summary 

This document corresponds to deliverable D3.3, entitled “Final report on Data Plane Programmability 

and infrastructure components” of the H2020 5G-PICTURE project. This deliverable concludes the work 

in WP3 by reporting an update of the programmable platforms, programming languages and hardware 

(HW) technologies that have been part of the work in this Work Package. Some of the WP3 platforms 

here included are then used in WP4, where the work on developing the physical and virtual functions 

that execute over the WP3 platforms is carried out. For more details on these functions the reader 

should refer to 5G-PICTURE WP4 deliverables. 

The development of programmable platforms in the 5G-PICTURE project in the framework of WP3 has 

served as an enabler to deploy different functionalities at the heterogeneous network nodes that can 

be specified using certain high-level description and be deployed at run-time on certain platforms. We 

present in this document the detailed functional definition of the programmable platforms that are being 

developed within 5G-PICTURE’s WP3 activities, together with the evaluation results stemming from the 

assessment of the different platforms leveraged in the project.  

To exploit the programmability of these platforms, a set of suitable hardware abstractions has been 

developed and evaluated. The description of these abstractions, assessments and their performance 

evaluations are reported in detail in this document. 

Finally, the deliverable provides a thorough description of each of the technologies (hardware platforms) 

from each of the partners contributing to WP3 and their evaluation results. 
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1 Introduction 

As stated in the 5G-PICTURE deliverables D3.1 [1] and D3.2 [2], the 5G-PICTURE vision of a 

disaggregated hardware/software (HW/SW) allocation of network functionalities in different nodes of 

the network providing different resource types requires significant increase in the programmability and 

flexibility of these nodes. In the framework of WP3, we focused on the development of programmable 

platforms as an enabler to deploy different functionalities in the network that can be specified using 

certain high-level description and be deployed at run-time on specific platforms. The network operating 

system should be able to estimate the performance achievable with the different platforms and to 

allocate in the most suitable node the network function that must be executed. This approach will permit 

the 5G network to support a wide set of complex network functionalities, which can be dynamically 

changed and moved among different network nodes depending on the network conditions (traffic, faults, 

link availability, etc.) and on the required Service Level Agreements (SLAs). Furthermore, 

programmability is also a mandatory element to permit the adoption of new protocols/services that may 

come up in the future. 

The other element on which the WP3 tasks are focused on is efficiency of the developed programmable 

platforms. While it is simple to provide programmability and flexibility sacrificing performance, it is much 

more challenging to achieve greater programmability levels without sacrificing performance. Therefore, 

the 5G-PICTURE project focused the effort of WP3 in designing efficient programmable platforms. In 

the previous deliverable, we described the detailed implementation of different programmable platforms 

and we reported possible programming models that can be used to exploit programmability of the 

developed platforms. In this deliverable we provide two main types of contributions: (i) an update of the 

platform architecture, and (ii) the performance results achieved in the evaluation campaign. 

The deliverable also presents an update on the programming language that has been used for the 

different programmable platforms and the current status of the work related to the development of the 

interfaces, programming models, and hardware abstractions of the programmable network platforms 

that has been developed in the 5G-PICTURE project. 

Organisation of the document 

This deliverable is structured as follows: 

Section 2 presents the test setup and evaluation results of the programmable platforms that has been 

developed and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) achieved with the proposed platforms.  

Section 3 presents programming languages for data plane programmability, extending and finalising 

the work reported in deliverable D3.2 about this topic.  

Section 4 illustrates the test setup that has been developed for the different hardware technologies 

developed in this work-package, to assess their performance and report the test results. 

Finally, section 5 provides a summary and the conclusions of the document. 
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2 Test setup and evaluation results of the programmable 

platforms developed in WP3 

2.1 Time-Shared Optical Network (TSON) Platform 

TSON technology has been proposed as a dynamic optical transport network solution to provide high 

bandwidth and low-latency connectivity in support of the 5G technology requirements. This section 

describes the TSON extension over the course of 5G-PICTURE project. 

2.1.1 Description of TSON platform 

TSON is an active Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) solution which provides variable sub-

wavelength switching granularity and the ability to dynamically allocate optical bandwidth elastically 

with a unique time-sharing mechanism. The time-sharing mechanism offers dynamic connectivity with 

different granularity of bandwidth to achieve the required Quality of Service (QoS). This technology is 

the first multiple protocol programmable interface that meets 5G KPIs. 5G-PICTURE’s deliverable D3.2 

[2] presented the TSON architecture in detail. 

 

Figure 2-1: The latest TSON data plane architecture. 

Figure 2-1 illustrates the latest TSON data plane architecture. This architecture is fully programmable 

using Software-defined networking (SDN). The functions for the operation of TSON domains has been 

implemented in internal modules, within the SDN controller, that collaborate for the on-demand 

provisioning of connectivity between TSON nodes. The ingress TSON edge nodes are responsible for 

parsing, aggregation, and mapping of any input traffic combination with different bandwidth (in this 

implementation less than 10 Gbps) into either 10 Gbps TSON output or converged 40/100 Gbps output 

with different granularity, while the egress edge nodes have the reverse functionality. This architecture 

follows the TSON architecture legacy described in deliverable D3.2 with the following extra features: 

Modularity: A set of Intellectual Property (IP) cores has been created to ease and shape the TSON 

system integration.  

Extendibility: The TSON pipelines are designed to be extendable. The only limitation factor is the Field 

Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) chip density and IOs for implementation. 

40Gb-100Gb aggregation: x10Gb to 40/100Gb aggregation is added to the design. 

Frame format: The TSON frame format is changed. In this content each TSON frame slice carries the 

incoming client frame format. This means if the client data is Ethernet packets, the TSON frame slices 
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are shaped by Ethernet frames. This feature makes the TSON frames transparent for other packet 

processing devices, but the time-slices frames are visible for them for processing.  

Elastic bandwidth allocation mode: This mode is enabled for both 10Gb and 40/100Gb wavelengths. 

eCPRI: The TSON supports the frame format of the eCPRI protocol, which is either native Ethernet 

frame with VLAN, IPV4 packet with VLAN, or IPV6 packet with VLAN with eCPRI Ethertype 

(IEEE1914.3). 

Network Coding (NC) for Resilient C-RANs: A set of IP cores has been created to support Network 

Coding for Resilient C-RANs [3]. 

The TSON exploits the concept of NC to support Resilient C-RANs. The goal is to protect the bandwidth 

demanding C-RAN services from possible optical network and/or BBU failures. The NC based approach 

is developed to tackle the issue with increased resource efficiency. A reduction in utilisation of 33% has 

been identified when using the NC approach compared to the traditional 1+1 protection scheme. 

However, in order to adopt NC based resilient Fronthaul (FH) networks there are three main challenges: 

• Coding: Providing module-2 sum and replication operation at FH line rate as these factors may 

degrade the performance of C-RANs in practical systems.  

• Storage: The operation of the decoding process at the edge imposes significant buffering 

requirements due to the high data rate of FH streams. 

• Synchronisation: Synchronisation between flows reaching decode nodes. 

TSON is extended to address these challenges and execute the coding and decoding processes at line 

rate as well as minimising buffering requirements adopting a purposely developed synchronisation 

scheme to make it suitable for C-RAN implementation. We considered a butterfly network for NC. Figure 

2-2 presents the butterfly network consist of two TSON nodes. In this scenario, each TSON node maps 

three source nodes of a butterfly network for NC. The TSON node 0 receives two different FH traffic 

streams (A and B) and sends the streams A, B, and their modulo 2 sum (XOR) of both traffic streams 

to the TSON node 1. The TSON node 1 receives the three traffic streams and transmits each traffic 

stream A and B simultaneously to two destinations of the TSON node 1. 

 

Figure 2-2: Butterfly network for NC and its mapping on TSON edge nodes. 
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Figure 2-3: The TSON data plane architecture supporting NC. 

Figure 2-3 presents the TSON data plane architecture with extra pipelines to support NC for FH 

considering the butterfly network for 10G lines. The marked extended pipelines in the Figure are 

following the other TSON pipelines legacy with extra coding/decoding capability. In ingress node of 

these pipelines, the incoming traffic parses to two flows: X and Y. The output ingress node contains 

three different wavelengths (X, Y, and X XOR Y) that can be configured on the fly using SDN to address 

different programmable parameters. The egress edge nodes include the reverse functionality with extra 

replication outputs to support a butterfly network. The IEEE-1588 synchronisation is employed for 

accurate synchronisation. 

2.1.2 Test setup description 

We have considered two different tests setups to evaluate the TSON nodes. 

2.1.2.1 Test bed setup in support of Disaggregated Edge Node 

Xilinx vcu108 FPGA evaluation boards are employed for the implementation of the TSON nodes. For 

the first time we present a disaggregated edge node [4] that can be programmed on demand to support 

multiple front/back haul protocols such as CPRI/eCPRI and Ethernet. The reason behind creating such 

a disaggregated edge node for the first time is the need for a flexible and programmable edge node 

architecture providing an interface between the 5G access and transport network based on the 5G-

PICTURE architecture. This requirement is due to the plethora of applications, their KPIs, and the 

diversity of 5G access network technologies that will share common transport network solutions. This 

node can also aggregate/dis-aggregate any input access traffic to/from a highly synchronous and 

bandwidth granular optical transport based on time slot switching in a programmable way. However, 

the same node can offer access to a highly programmable coherent variable bandwidth transponders 

suitable for spectrally elastic long-haul transmission. 

Figure 2-4 shows the proposed Disaggregated Edge Node architecture comprising the TSON solution, 

Voyager [7], and Wavelength Selective Switches (WSS) [8]. This highly programmable SDN enabled 

architecture can aggregate/disaggregate any access traffic combination (i.e. Ethernet, Wi-Fi, LiFi, 

eCPRI, etc.) to/from a transport network that can support both Metro- and Long-haul networks on 
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demand based on the operator or service provider requirements. The voyager is a Broadcom 

Tomahawk-based switch with added Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing (DWDM) ports called 

Voyager acting as a disaggregated optical transponder. It hosts multiple Bandwidth Variable 

Transponders (BVT) that are capable of dynamically allocate variable spectral width and reach by 

modifying the device parameters. This is achieved through the support of three types of modulation 

formats namely PM-QPSK, 8-QAM, and 16-QAM that allow different line rates up to 200Gbps. The 

parameters of the voyager that can be configured by the voyager agent are the physical interfaces, the 

modulation formats, the link speed, the power and the Forward Error Correction (FEC). Additionally, it 

can switch traffic on a configurable wavelength on its transponders and thus acts as a gateway between 

the packet and optical domains for the network. Voyager has 12 QSFP/QSFP28 Ethernet ports and 

four DWDM ports that can be configured from the control plane. The Ethernet ports are internally 

connected to the Broadcom Tomahawk ASIC (BCM56960 SERIES) and they receive the aggregated 

traffic from the FPGA which is encapsulated to OTN signals at the transponder ports. WSS performs 

filtering and switching of the optical signal. The WSS is used in this architecture as a programmable 

4x16 optical switch that multiplexes and demultiplexes the optical signals to specific ports. As it can be 

seen in Figure 2-4, one WSS is connected to the voyager and another one to the TSON output ports. 

The WSS’ multiplex and demultiplex four wavelengths with different bandwidth from the voyager/TSON 

ports. 

 

Figure 2-4: Disaggregated edge node architecture. 

 

Figure 2-5: Disaggregated Edge Nodes testbed setup architecture. 
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Figure 2-6: The TSON edge Nodes testbed setup architecture. 

 

Figure 2-7: The TSON edge Nodes testbed setup architecture. 

Figure 2-5 shows the testbed setup architecture with two disaggregated edge nodes. The edge nodes 

are connected to 10 x 10 Gbps Ethernet traffic analysers from one side and from the other side to the 

Bristol City Metro Network and 100km/200km optical link. The 10 Gbps traffic streams can be 

aggregated to 40Gbps traffic that is sent to either the long-haul network via voyager and WSS or 

transferred to the metro network based on different control policies. 

2.1.2.2 Test bed setup in support of TSON edge nodes 

The Xilinx VCU108 FPGA evaluation boards are employed for the implementation of the TSON nodes. 

Figure 2-6 shows the testbed setup architecture with two TSON edge nodes. The edge nodes are 

connected to 6 x 10 Gbps Ethernet traffic analysers from one side and from the other side to smart 

Internet Lab’s 5G Test Network. The 10 Gbps traffic streams can be aggregated to 10 Gbps or 100 

Gbps traffic that is both sent to the metro network based on different control policies. The reason for 

this test bed setup is to evaluate the TSON for final 5G-PICTURE demonstrations at the city test bed 

use cases scenarios. 

2.1.2.3 Test bed setup in support of Resilient C-RANs based on TSON 

Figure 2-7 shows the testbed setup architecture with two TSON edge nodes supporting NC for Resilient 

C-RANs [3,4]. The edge nodes are connected to 2 x 10Gbps traffic analysers from one side and from 

the other side to smart Internet Lab’s 5G Test Network. Xilinx v709 evaluation boards are used for this 

implementation. 

2.1.3 Evaluation results 

We have evaluated both test setups separately and this subsection presents the evaluation results. 

2.1.3.1 Disaggregated Edge Nodes evaluation results 

The functionality of the edge nodes is evaluated by applying different control policies on the fly using 

the SDN controller for both metro and long-haul networks at the same time. Two and three different 

scenarios are considered for the experimental evaluation of the metro and long-haul networks, 

respectively. The first scenario involves back-to-back connection of two disaggregated edge nodes for 

both networks with standard Single Mode Fibre (SSMF). 

In the second scenario, for the metro network, the proposed nodes are evaluated over the Bristol City 

Metro network with 8 km of optical fibre. In the second and third scenarios, for the long-haul network, 
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the nodes are evaluated over 100 km / 200 km of optical fibre. We have evaluated the nodes using a 

fixed frame of 1500B length. Two different bandwidth granularities have been considered to evaluate 

the metro network: fine and coarse. In the fine granularity case, the TSON packet size is the same as 

the Ethernet frames i.e. 1500B with 10 Gbps bandwidth. In the coarse granularity case, the TSON 

packet size is 15000B with 50% utilisation. This means that two 5Gbps Ethernet clients are mapped to 

one TSON wavelength to use the full line rate capacity of 10 Gbps and each TSON includes 10 Ethernet 

frames. The Ethernet performance parameters under consideration include Bit Error Rate (BER) and 

latency. Latency is defined as the time difference between the arrival of a frame at the analyser, and its 

departure from the analyser. 

Table 2-1 shows the latencies for the mentioned scenarios. The edge nodes latency for the metro 

network is less than 30% in this case for the fine granularity scenario. For the coarse granularity, the 

latency is highly dependent on the TSON frame size and data rate. The long-haul latency is increasing 

linearly with distance as expected. Figure 2-8 shows the BER for the metro network case. A negligible 

penalty lower than 1dB is observed for 8km transmission compare to B2B scenario. Figure 2-9 displays 

the BER for the long-haul network scenario, where the worst-case scenario corresponds to the voyager 

modulation of 16QAM. The increased BER corresponding to the 100km and 200km cases are due to 

the amplifier noise and the dispersion imposed by the optical fibre transmission. 

Table 2-1: Bristol City Metro and Long-Haul Networks latency. 

Destination Traffic Granularity Latency (µs) 

 
B2B, Metro Fine 9.5 
B2B, Metro Coarse 32.5 

8 km Fine 48.4 
8 km Coarse 71.2 
B2B - 12.3 

100 km - 503.3 
200 km - 996.2 

 

 

Figure 2-8: Metro Network BER. 

 

Figure 2-9: Long-Haul Network BER. 

2.1.3.2 TSON edge node evaluation results 

Like the previous evaluation, we have validated the functionality of the TSON edge nodes by applying 

different control policies on the fly using the SDN controller for both aggregated 10Gb and 100Gb line 
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at the same time. Two different scenarios are considered for the experimental evaluation of the edge 

nodes. The first scenario involves back-to-back connection of two TSON edge nodes with SSMF. In the 

second scenario, the proposed nodes are evaluated over the 5GUK test network with 8 km of optical 

fibre. We have evaluated the nodes using a fixed frame of 1500B length. We have used fine granularity 

to evaluate the edge nodes. In the fine granularity case, the TSON packet size is the same as the 

Ethernet frames i.e. 1500B length. For the sake of performance analysis, one 4Gb and one 4.5Gb 

clients frames are converged to a 10Gb line. Four 9.8Gb clients are converged to 100Gb line. The 

Ethernet performance parameters BER, latency, and maximum jitter. Table 2-2 presents the latencies 

and maximum jitters for the mentioned scenarios. This table shows that each TSON convergence node 

takes 4.43 µs and 3.16 µs for 10Gb convergence and 100Gb convergence, respectively. The back-to-

back latency is 8.86 µs for 10G convergence us which is 2.52 µs more than 100G convergence. Further 

measurements have been taken to find out the reason. As an edge node consists of 10Gb IP cores, 

TSON pipelines, and 100Gb IP core. We have measured the latency for individual components. Figure 

2-10 the measurement result for 100G convergence. In this scenario, frames are passing one 10Gb IP 

core, TSON pipelines, and one 100Gb IP core. As it can be seen in the Figure 2-10, the TSON pipelines 

latency is approximately the same as 10Gb IP core and 100Gb IP core latency is much less than the 

10Gb IP core. The TSON pipelines latency is approximately 1.5 µs which is very low. Figure 2-11 shows 

the BER for the evaluation scenarios, and one can notice that the penalty is negligible for both 10Gb 

and 100Gb convergence scenarios. 

 

Figure 2-10: Latency for one TSON edge node components. 

Table 2-2: Latency and maximum jitter for different test scenarios. 

Destination Latency [µs]  Jitter max[ns] 

B2B, 10G Convergence 8.86  75 
B2B, 100G Convergence 6.32  80 
8Km, 10G Convergence 47.6  55  
8Km, 100G Convergence 45.1  60 

 

2.1.3.3 Resilient C-RANs TSON edge node evaluation results 

Two different scenarios are considered for experimental evaluation of the subsystems responsible for 

the NC- operations, including the modulo-two sum and synchronization accuracy. The first scenario 

includes both FPGAs connected back-to-back with short fibre lengths. In the second scenario, the 

proposed technologies are evaluated over the Bristol City test-bed Fibre with 25 km of SSMF. A traffic 
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analyser generates two Ethernet traffic streams to the TSON edge node 1 at 9 Gbps. The traffic is 

received from the TSON node 2. Figure 2-12 shows the BER measurements as a function of received 

optical power for the different scenarios under consideration. The BER curves show that the penalty 

observed for the case of 25 km of SSMF transmission over the Bristol City Infrastructure compared to 

the B2B performance is less than 1 dB. Table 2.3 displays the end-to-end latency for the transmitted 

flows. The TSON nodes latency for the 25 km transmission is less than 2% of total latency. 

 

Figure 2-11: BER for different evaluation scenarios. 

 

Figure 2-12: BER for different evaluation scenarios. 

Table 2-3: End-to-end flow latency. 

Destination Latency [µs]  

B2B 1.979  

25Km 125.4  
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2.2 FlowBlaze 

FlowBlaze supports a wide range of complex network functions, and easy to use, hiding low-level 

hardware (HW) implementation issues from the programmer. The implementation of FlowBlaze on a 

NetFPGA SmartNIC achieves very low latency (in the order of a few µs), consumes relatively low power 

levels, can hold per-flow state for hundreds of thousands of flows, and yields speeds of 40 Gbps, 

allowing for even higher speeds on newer FPGA models. Both HW and SW implementations of 

FlowBlaze are publicly available. 

2.2.1 Description of the FlowBlaze platform 

To keep most of the good properties of Finite State Machines (FSMs) while providing a scalable 

abstraction, we resort to Extended Finite State Machines (EFSMs) Figure 2-13 shows the EFSM 

representation of an application that identifies whether a single flow 𝑓1 (e.g., identified by IP destination) 

is large by marking all packets after the 100th one. Using a conventional graph representation, the 

nodes of Figure 2-13 are states, while edges represent transitions. Each node is named using the 

corresponding state label. Transitions are marked with the quadruple {enabling functions, event, update 

functions, output}. Enabling and update functions operate on the variable 𝐷(𝑓1), which is the variable of 

D we selected to store a flow’s number of packets. The event 𝑝𝑘𝑡(𝑓1) represents the reception of any 

packet belonging to a flow 𝑓1. Finally, the outputs mark and fwd are high-level descriptions of a packet 

header rewriting action and a generic forwarding action. The dashed line shows a transition triggered 

by a timeout event (e.g., an idle time- out), which brings the EFSM back to its starting state.  

 
a) 

 
Figure 2-13: a) EFSM description of an application that identifies flow generating more than 

100 packets; b) description of the application using a generic flow definition. 

While adopting EFSMs partly helps in dealing with state explosion, we still need to adapt them to ensure 

an efficient hardware implementation. We need to address two issues: 

 State scalability: standard EFSMs would require a separate transition table (i.e., the EFSM’s 

description), for each flow in the system. 

 Flow parallelism: an EFSM state definition does not include the concept of flow state, which 

we need in order to leverage flow-level parallelism. 

FlowBlaze’s machine model (see Figure 2-18 of D3.2) consists in a pipeline model. FlowBlaze packet 

headers (including packet metadata) are processed through the pipeline’s elements to define the 

forwarding actions. Each element can be either stateless or stateful. As a result, a pipeline can combine 

both stateless and stateful elements. The architecture of a stateful element has two notable differences: 

such an element has a Flow Context Table before the usual match part, and the element splits the 

actions into (state) update functions and packet actions. In greater detail, as shown in Figure 2-18 of 

deliverable D3.2 (the box labeled ”Stateful Element”), packet processing involves the following 

sequential steps:  
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1. Flow Context Table. When a packet header enters the element, it is associated with a 

corresponding flow context. The context is extracted from the Flow Context Table using, as 

search key, a list of header fields (e.g., the TCP/UDP 4- tuple, optionally in conjunction with the 

packet’s metadata). The search key is specified at configuration time and corresponds to 

FlowBlaze’s EFSM flow definition. The context, i.e., a table’s entry, includes a state label s and 

an array of registers �⃗� = {𝑟0, 𝑟1, … 𝑟𝑘−1}. Flow contexts are also associated with hard and idle 

timeouts. If no context is found for a given key, a default context is used (i.e., with all values set 

to 0). A single flow context identifies an EFSM instance. 

2. EFSM Table. The packet’s header and metadata, plus the extracted flow context, are passed 

to the EFSM table. Also it matches on the state label s and evaluate enabling functions. An 

enabling function can be specified as a logical AND of up to m arithmetic comparisons 𝐶 =

{𝑐0, 𝑐1, … 𝑐𝑚−1}. The comparisons’ operands can be selected among any combination of flow 

registers and packet header fields. For each entry in the table, a programmer can specify packet 

modification and forwarding operations, (the next state label s, and a list of instructions to 

update the flow context registers  R and the global registers 𝐺 = {𝑔0, 𝑔1, … 𝑔ℎ−1}. In short, the 

EFSM table acts as the state machine’s transition table. 

3. Update Functions. The header and metadata, the update instructions, and the new value of 

the state label are passed to the update functions block. The block performs the required update 

instructions to update the values stored in both the flow context registers �⃗�  and global registers 

𝐺 . Such instructions can range from simple integer sums, for instance to update the value of a 

register representing a packet or byte counter, to more complex ones, e.g., multiplications, 

depending on the specific implementation and target performance. 

4. Action. This block applies actions on the packet header. The values of the flow context 

registers as well as those of the global registers can also be used (e.g., to rewrite some packet 

header fields). 

FlowBlaze is deployed bump-in-the-wire, in the NIC, and its programming is similar to programming a 

P4 device. At configuration time, the programmer has to define the parser, the match fields, EFSM 

transition tables and the actions, which now include also the state update functions. Changing these 

components requires a new synthesis of the FPGA design. Luckily, these are the parts of a function 

that change less frequently. At runtime, the programmer defines the logic of the network functions by 

configuring the flow definition for the stateful elements, selecting a subset of the parsed header fields, 

and writing the required entries in the MATs and EFSM transition tables. This is analogous to the 

runtime programming of P4 and OpenFlow devices. In fact, we extend the OpenFlow protocol to write 

such entries from a python-based RYU OpenFlow controller. 
One thing worth highlighting is that the programmer can quickly experiment and update his/her functions 

logic on-the-fly, since programming the network functions logic is as quick as writing entries to tables, 

unlike other solutions that need a new synthesis and flashing of the FPGA design. 
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Figure 2-14: A complex, TCP connection tracking use case to show FlowBlaze’s 
expressiveness. All of element2’s states can transition to the reset state. The transitions are 

triggered by timeouts (omitted for clarity). 

2.2.2 Test setup description 

We experimentally measure FlowBlaze’s performance with end-to-end tests and microbenchmarks, 

resorting to simulations to test corner cases scenarios or to unveil details that would not be visible with 

black-box testing. To test the workload-dependent behaviour of FlowBlaze we used a number of traffic 

traces collected at various operational networks. Here we report the results for publicly available traces 

(see the following Table 2-4) selected from carrier networks (CHI151, MW152) and from university 

datacenters (UNI13, UNI24). For the hardware implementation tests, the achieved performance is 

independent of the particular tested application and only influenced by the number of pipeline elements. 

2.2.3 Evaluation results  

The NetFPGA consumes 16 W when idle and configured with a no-op bitstream. When the FlowBlaze 

bitstream is loaded, the consumption grows to 22 W and is independent of the packet rate and of the 

network function programmed on FlowBlaze. This consumption has to be considered in addition to the 

overall system’s power consumption, which is 85W when the CPU is idle (For a total of about 107 W). 

In contrast, the software implementation of FlowBlaze consumes 124 W and 123 W of power during 

operation, respectively, FlowBlaze provides significant power savings over SW-based implementations, 

while supporting much higher packet forwarding rates.  

The maximum number of entries a FlowBlaze’s stateful element can host depends on the amount of 

state required by the application (e.g., number of registers); the NetFPGA implementation can host 

about 200k entries, which are enough for all the traces listed in Figure 2-14. It should be noted that 

using a simpler but less efficient hash scheme for the FlowBlaze design, such as a 4-left hash, would 

have made the system unable to deal with CHI15. In fact, a 4-left hash table, with 65-70% maximum 

load factor could only host about 140k entries in the NetFPGA’s memory. Further, it is worth noting that 

the NetFPGA SUME uses a fairly old FPGA generation, with less than 10MB of SRAM blocks. Modern 

FPGAs could host more than 5x times such number of entries. 

The details about throughput and latency are included in D3.2 [2]. 

                                                      
1 CAIDA. The CAIDA UCSD anonymized internet traces - chicago 2015-02-19. http://www.caida.org/data/passive/passive_2015_dataset.xml. 
2 MAWI. MAWILab traffic trace - 2015-07-20. http://www.fukuda-lab.org/mawilab/ v1.1/2015/07/20/20150720.html.  
3 T. Benson, A. Akella, and D. A. Maltz. Network traffic characteristics of data centers in the wild. In ACM SIGCOMM IMC, ACM SIGCOMM IMC 
’10, 2010.  
4 T. Benson. Data set for IMC 2010 data center measurement. http://pages.cs.wisc.edu/ ̃tbenson/IMC10_Data.html. 

http://www.caida.org/data/passive/passive_2015_dataset.xml
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Table 2-4: Maximum number of active flows for 10s time windows and max number of new 
flow/ms in the examined traces. 

 

2.3 Point-to-MultiPoint (PTMP) MAC processor 

2.3.1 Description of the PTMP platform 

In this section, we present an experimental evaluation of the Point-to-Multi-point (PTMP) Medium 

Access Control (MAC) processor for 60 GHz multi-gigabit single-hop wireless communication, whose 

application scenario is depicted in Figure 2-15. The PTMP MAC processor was previously introduced 

in detail in deliverable D3.2, where information about the P2MP MAC processor, frame structure, and 

its parameters can be accessed [2]. Its main features are summarised again in the following bullets: 

 Single-hop PTMP scenario. 

 Half-duplex communication. 

 Master-slave configuration (up to 8 slave nodes). 

 Up to 1 Gbps throughput in the 60 GHz band (extension to ~4 Gbps possible). 

 Support for beamforming analog front-end (AFE). 

IHP has developed a software-defined radio (SDR) system-on-chip (SoC) platform for mmWave 

applications. This platform, called “digibackBoard” [1], it is intended to be used as the host of the P2MP 

MAC processor. In the digibackBoard the baseband (BB) platform is a custom SoC SDR platform. A 

photo of the top side of the developed printed-circuit board (PCB) is shown in Figure 2-16 (left), whereas 

a new adapter-board for hosting the 60 GHz beamforming module with a SFP+ 10Gb interface is shown 

in Figure 2-16 (right). The motherboard PCB has a size of 155 × 100 mm and consists of a System on 

Chip (SoC) with a vast number of programmable logic resources as well as a high-performance dual-

core ARM-based software processing system. Additionally, two analogue-to-digital converters (ADC) 

and two digital-to-analogue converters (DAC) channels with sampling rates up to 2.5 GSps are 

integrated on the same board, together with four Gigabit Ethernet interfaces and additional general-

purpose input/output (GPIO) connectors. The SoC is of a Zynq 7000-series (for instance, Zynq-7045 or 

7100). All GPIO extension connectors and the analog interface are accessible on the top side, whereas 

most active components like ADCs, DACs, SoC, and Ethernet PHYs are mounted on the bottom side 

to ensure proper cooling with a heatsink. 

 

Figure 2-15: Envisioned scenario of 60 GHz PTMP single-hop wireless communication [2]. 
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Figure 2-16: An SDR platform for baseband and MAC processor (left); an adapter-board for 
60GHz beamforming module (right). 

Table 2-5: Post-route resource utilization on Zynq-7045 for the P2MP MAC and baseband 
processors. 

Module 
Total 
LUTs 

Logic 
LUTs 

LUT 
RAMs 

SRLs FFs RAMB36 RAMB18 
DSP48 
Blocks 

BB 110828 104061 420 6437 94246 170 158 681 

P2MP 
MAC 

15907 15905 2 0 17863 174 15 11 

ALL 147280 137984 2498 6798 139042 442 179 692 

The P2MP MAC processor design, together with a baseband processor, has been written in a hardware 

description language (VHDL). The design was synthesized for digibackBoard’s FPGA Zynq-7045 and 

programmed. Post-route resource utilization is given in Table 2-5. 

The P2MP MAC processor supporting two slave nodes has been successfully demonstrated at the 

EuCNC 2019, 5G-PICTURE Exhibitor. In the following sections, we describe the test setup and perform 

functional verification of the developed P2MP MAC processor by means of the latency and throughput 

tests. 

2.3.2 Test setup description 

A block scheme of the test setup for P2MP MAC processor testing is shown in Figure 2-17. The setup 

consists of three 60 GHz nodes, out of which one is the master node, named Master in Figure 2-17, 

and the other two are the slave nodes, namely Slave 1 and Slave 2. Each 60 GHz device is equipped 

with a commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) 60 GHz analogue front-end (AFE) and the digibackBoard, which 

used as a platform for hosting and running the baseband and MAC processors. 
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Figure 2-17: Test setup for P2MP MAC processor testing. 

The P2MP MAC processor and a QPSK-COFDM baseband processor are running in the 

digibackBoard’s SoC FPGA Zynq 7045. The AFE consists of 60 GHz direct conversion transmitter and 

receiver chips from Analog Devices, Inc. (HMC6300 and HMC6301, respectively), each connected to a 

rectangular horn antenna. The antenna has 20 dBi gain and 14° beamwidth in the azimuth. At each 

node, a dedicated PC is connected to the digibackBoard through an Ethernet switch. There are two 

Ethernet connections, one for data communication and the other for debugging and management 

purposes. The IP address of the Slave 1 node is 192.168.0.251, and the IP address of the Slave 2 

node is 192.168.0.252. The IP address of the Master is 192.168.0.250. 

The physical lab setup is shown in Figure 2-18. Note that the two slave devices are placed near each 

other in order to be in the field of view of the master node. The reason is that the master node’s antenna 

is fixed and has a narrow beam (i.e. 14° beamwidth) and no possibility to perform electronic beam 

steering (to each slave node) if the slave nodes are far apart. In case of having the beamforming AFEs 

at each node, the slave nodes could be placed anywhere provided that their angular location w.r.t. the 

master is within the beam steering range of the master node. However, the use of the above setup does 

not affect the generality or quality of the obtained results. 

 

Figure 2-18: Laboratory setup. 

2.3.3 Evaluation results 

To validate the functionality of the P2MP MAC processor, we have performed 1) end-to-end latency, 

and 2) end-to-end throughput tests. 
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End-to-end latency 

This test is used to measure the latency between the master node and slave nodes. A packet stream 

is generated and sent by the master node and received by the slave node. Further, the correct reception 

of the packet is acknowledged by the slave node by replying to the master. We measure the time of 

transmitting the packet at the master node and the time of receiving the acknowledgment from the slave 

nodes. The difference between these two events is denoted as the RTT and half of it is the one-way 

latency. For this test, we have used two different tools: the qperf and ping tools. The qperf tool uses 

TCP/IP or UDP packets to measure the latency, whereas the ping tool uses ICMP packets. 

First, we have measured the latency between the master and the slave node when the P2MP MAC 

processor is configured for a single slave node. The results using the qperf tool are shown in Figure 

2-19. Depending on the protocol type, TCP/IP or UDP, the average latency of 138 µs and 131 µs are 

achieved, respectively. 

The qperf tool provides only average latencies, without any insight into latency deviation. Therefore, we 

have performed a similar test using the ping tool. The average latency of 150 µs and a standard 

deviation of 51 µs are achieved. The ping latency distribution is shown in Figure 2-20. 

Finally, we have performed the latency test between the master and one slave node when the P2MP 

MAC processor is configured for two slave nodes. The averaged UDP latency test using the qperf tool 

of around 522 µs is reported. 

 

Figure 2-19: Measured latency using qperf tool with TCP and UDP packets for a single slave 
node. 

 

Figure 2-20: Measured ping latency distribution. 
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End-to-end throughput 

This test aims to measure the throughput between the master and each slave node supported by the 

P2MP MAC. A packet stream is generated and emitted by the master node and received by the slave 

node. Then, we measure the amount of data (Bytes) successfully transmitted per second. For this 

purpose, we used two different tools: the iperf3 and qperf tools.  

With the current settings of the baseband processor, a maximum baseband data throughput of 1.3 Gbps 

is possible. Due to the MAC overhead, a net throughput of around 1 Gbps is achievable. 

First, we have measured the latency between the master and the slave node when the P2MP MAC 

processor is configured for a single slave node. The results using the qperf tool are shown in Figure 

2-21. Depending on the protocol type, TCP/IP or UDP, the average throughput of 936 Mbps and 953 

Mbps are achieved, respectively. 

As the qperf tool provides only average values, without any insight into latency deviation, we have 

performed a similar test using the iperf3 tool. We achieve an average throughput of 936 Mbps with a 

standard deviation of 7 Mbps.  

Finally, we have performed the bandwidth test between the master and one slave node when the P2MP 

MAC processor is configured for two slave nodes. The averaged UDP throughput test using the qperf 

tool of 459 Mbps is reported, where the sent bandwidth was 955 Mbps. The remaining fraction of the 

bandwidth, 494 Mbps, was sent to the other slave node.  

To get more insight into the P2MP MAC performance, in the future, we plan to do additional tests using 

a traffic shaper at the master side to distribute the incoming traffic at the master side evenly. 

 

 

Figure 2-21: The measured average throughput qperf tool with TCP and UDP packets for a 
single slave node. 

2.4 ADVA FPGA development platform for TSN with P4 programmability 

We showcased demonstrated FPGA-based P4 programmability and Time Sensitive Networking (TSN) 

in two different standalone demos, using F-PU-5G Development Platform.  

2.4.1 Description of 5G Development and Prototyping Platform 

The 5G development platform combines Xilinx Virtex Ultrascale FPGA with embedded COMExpress 

processor boards and 100G Ethernet connectivity. The platform has been created for development and 
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prototyping of 5G key technologies like 'Cloud RAN', 'Ethernet fronthaul', '100Gb Sync Ethernet' and 

'Software Defined Base Station Development'. 

The platform includes the following main components and interfaces: 

 FPGA Xilinx Virtex Ultrascale, two options available: XCVU080 with 100G. 

 Clock generation / clock recovery unit based on DSPLL SI5345. 

 4 GByte DDR4 RAM. 

 2 x COMExpress interfaces, type 6 connector. 

 2 x FMC HPC extension slots. 

 2 x 100 G Ethernet interfaces. 

Extension Boards used:  

 FMC module with 8 x SFP+ interface. 

2.4.2 Use cases and test setup description 

2.4.2.1 VNF offloading in Distributed Video Analytics in a Software-Defined Metro-Haul 
Network with P4 Processing 

As a joint demo at the Optical Fiber Communication Conference (OFC) of 2019, automated network 

service provisioning and virtual network function orchestration with P4-based FPGA Virtual Network 

Function (VNF) offloading and hardware acceleration, has been demonstrated [18]. Zero-touch 

provisioning (ZTP) of distributed computing resources at the edge and central office was validated with 

a video analytics use case. 

 

Figure 2-22: Demo and architecture overview. 

This significantly eases arising scalability constraints when adopting a novel architecture. Offloading 

VNF processing is another objective of this demonstration, which seeks to optimise computing resource 

utilization by moving stateless L2-L4 packet processing into dedicated FPGA hardware platform using 

the programming language P4. 

The demonstration acts as a proof of concept for the described Metro-Haul architecture. It covers one 

metro-core node and one access-metro nodes interconnected by a transport network. The ZTP 

procedure deploying all required software components to the bare metal servers and configuring the 

optical network between the edge nodes represents the first integral part of the demo. The P4-based 

FPGA fabric enables the video analytics software to offload network processing and to control the 

handling through the controller in the case of an event. This enables the VNF to dynamically adapt the 

pipeline and activate the frame replication on demand. 
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This second part offloads parts of the computational and network overhead from the Virtual Machine 

(VM) to the programmable hardware and reduces the end-to-end delay for the replicated stream. 

By focusing on a distributed video processing use case, as highlighted in Figure 2-21, we are able to 

offload part of the processing from a video analytics VNF using a programmable FPGA hardware 

platform by dynamically filtering and forwarding control traffic and video streams to desired destinations. 

Figure 2-23 visualizes the video stream processing that is offloaded from the VNF to the programmable 

networking hardware. Without offloading, the video analytics VM would need to detect events and 

forward the video to the video storage, whenever an event occurs. The P4-based programmable 

hardware platform takes over the packet forwarding to the storage by replicating the video on demand 

and directing the stream towards the storage. This processing and output behaviour of the pipeline can 

be also controlled by the video analytics VM through the open-source SDN controller ONOS. 

The P4-based FPGA implementation provides low latency packet processing and port mirroring 

functionality, which is activated whenever an event (e.g., object or motion detection) is detected by the 

analytics software. The configuration is controlled through the Microblaze controller, which is part of the 

fabric, by changing entries of the match+action table in the P4 pipeline. In case of active frame 

replication, the P4 pipeline is additionally used for packet filtering and header processing. It classifies 

the incoming data from the camera into video and control packets. Based on the header information 

control packets are dropped and video packets are passed to the next match+action tables, in which 

the header processing takes place. At the end, these packets forwarded to the video storage. 

The second part of the demo is covered by the FPGA implementation that provides offloading of 

computational and network communication resources for the VNF and thereby reduces the load on the 

VM. The main functionality implemented by the FPGA programmable hardware platform is divided into 

two subtasks. First, the packet stream is replicated when an event is discovered. Second, special P4 

processing and filtering procedures are applied to the replicated packet stream. 

 

Figure 2-23: FPGA implementation architecture. 

The included P4-pipeline covers multiple stages. After the replication is triggered, the P4 pipeline 

applies a filtering function to the stream that only forwards the video and drops the control traffic. The 

next step of the P4 pipeline creates the correct headers by setting the destination for the packets that 

are sent to the video storage. The input for the header generation is supplied by the controller and 

contains information such as the IP address of the host running the VMS. Afterwards, the stream is sent 

through the optical network toward the metro-core node and the storage, while the original stream is 

forwarded (untouched) to the video analytics VM. We display the live video content captured by the 

camera, using a remote desktop connection to the VMS. 
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2.4.2.2 Time Sensitive Networking – Low Latency 5G Mobile Fronthaul 

This work has been presented as a stand-alone demo at the EuCNC 2019 Conference. A configurable 

FPGA implementation was shown including a fully IEEE 802.1Qbu compliant 100G Ethernet 

aggregation for mobile fronthaul with low Packet Delay Variation (PDV) using frame-preemption of best-

effort traffic.  

Secondary, we presented a P4 programmable FPGA-based IEEE 802.1Qbu compliant tester, which 

provides quantitative performance evaluation in terms of delay and PDV. The performance and viability 

of the proposed approach will be shown in the live demonstration with on-site hardware equipment. For 

the demonstration purpose, a user interface running on a system controller will help us to monitor and 

configure both FPGA hardware platforms through the management interfaces. 

Figure 2-24 illustrates the one-way data path of the proposed implementation using two Virtex 

Ultrascale FPGA hardware platforms to evaluate packet-switched fronthaul traffic, addressing solutions 

for synchronisation. One hardware platform is hosting the P4-based IEEE 802.1Qbu compliant traffic 

analyser, which is optically connected to the second hardware platform hosting the two aggregator 

modules required for the proposed fronthaul implementation. The prototype platforms were designed 

with VHDL and C language for the Microblaze controller, and P4 language for packet processing 

functionalities on the Analyzer Platform, therefore being highly programmable. Manufacturer IP Cores 

have also been used. 

The fronthaul signal from one BBU, together with standard PTP master clock messages, are emulated 

by the P4-based FPGA traffic analyser and differentially forwarded either as express or best-effort data 

to the 10G port of the central office aggregator. 

 

Figure 2-24: Demo setup with detailed one-way data path. 

The system controller is connected to each hardware platform management interface, which facilitates 

the communication with the Microblaze controller. The internal FPGA controller is implemented with 

support to on-board peripherals, such as PHY (Marvel 88E1111), DDR4, I2C, UART and JTAG as well 

as external peripherals SFP+ and QSFP28 plugs. This subsystem plays an orchestrator role. Its 

function is to configure and run systems, since the majority of processing is made by other subsystems 

implemented in VHDL and Verilog. 

The Microblaze controller also maps the received messages at the hardware level into P4 specific 

match-action table abstraction for the generated P4 pipeline. 
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2.4.3 Evaluation results 

2.4.3.1 VNF offloading in Distributed Video Analytics in a Software-Defined Metro-Haul 
Network with P4 Processing 

To accurately report the latency and PDV for the implemented P4 pipeline, we run hardware FPGA 

based measurements between the P4 pipeline ingress and egress ports, by timestamping the network 

packets after the ingress 10G Ethernet MAC and reading and respectively calculating the latency and 

PDV before the egress 10G Ethernet MAC.  

For the proposed implementation we use 4 match-action tables with 64 keys each. Table 2-6 shows the 

overall latency and PDV, by highlighting the impact of adding a new match-action table. The depicted 

results are highly relevant for an eventual integration of a FPGA-based P4 pipeline in a TSN FPGA 

design. 

From PDV point of view, we report no latency variation between the P4 ingress and egress ports. As 

from power consumption point of view, Figure 2-25 shows the power required for the FPGA-based 

implementation. The entire FPGA design requires 15 W, while the dynamic part of the design requires 

4,7 W, which includes the P4 Pipeline and its required dynamic FPGA design infrastructure. 

Table 2-6: P4 Pipeline latency and PDV. 

P4 Pipeline Configuration Latency PDV 

one Match-Action table 1,843 µs 0 

two Match-Action tables 2,093 µs 0 

three Match-Action tables 2,343 µs 0 

four Match-Action tables 2,593 µs 0 

 

Figure 2-25: Power consumption results. 
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Figure 2-26: Post synthesis FPGA device resource utilisation results. 

The P4-based FPGA design uses handwritten hardware description language (VHDL) modules, P4-

based generated Verilog code, and multiple Xilinx IP cores. The design was synthesized for F-PU-5G 

Development Platform using a Virtex Ultrascale XVU080 FPGA. Post synthesis FPGA resource 

utilisation is presented in Figure 2-26. 

2.4.3.2 Time Sensitive Networking – Low Latency 5G Mobile Fronthaul 

Fixed Priority Scheduler (Hardware Implementation): 

To measure the latency and jitter results of our proof-of-concept fronthaul implementation, a P4-based 

FPGA analyser has been developed. The device analyses best-effort and express traffic as described 

by the IEEE 802.1Qbu standard, based on generated PTP messages. The implemented P4-pipeline 

covers multiple stages. It generates configurable IEEE1588v2 PTP messages as express and best-

effort traffic tagged with the internally generated device timestamp and calculates the one-way latency 

and PDV. 

The generated PTP traffic is sent through the optical path towards the central office aggregator, where 

the best-effort PTP traffic is aggregated with the emulated BBU traffic (generated traffic load) and the 

express PTP traffic is transmitted through the 100G interface with minimum latency and PDV by 

scheduling the express high priority traffic as level 0 static priority and the best-effort traffic as level 1 

static priority. At the remote node, the emulated traffic is filtered out, and both PTP traffic types are 

forwarded to the FPGA analyser platform. 

For evaluation and demonstration purposes, the generated traffic load is gradually increased until the 

100G link is saturated, showing the impact of the time sensitive networking implementation. 

Service configuration and key performance indicators (KPIs) monitoring are done by the system 

controller running a Graphical User Interface (GUI), which is connected to the 1G management 

interfaces of both FPGA hardware platforms. There the configuration is controlled through the FPGA 

internal Microblaze controllers, which are part of the fabric, by changing and reading entries of the 

match+action tables in the P4 pipeline, setting up the load of the best-effort traffic generator. The 

management interfaces for the aggregator nodes and traffic analyser has been designed also for further 

SDN integration. 

In the context of TSN, minimum latency and PDV measurements have been performed for express and 

best effort data paths, as shown in Figure 2-27. This way we measured on high priority express traffic 

a minimum latency of 1.16 µs and 1.22 µs minimum latency on low priority best effort traffic. While from 

the PDV point of view, we report on high priority express traffic a PDV of 224 ns and 819 ns on low 

priority best effort traffic.  

Frame Preemption (FPGA Hardware Behavioural Simulation): 
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To evaluate the proposed frame preemption technology and its behaviour, an VHDL-based frame 

preemption is implemented and examined by running hardware behavioural simulations in Xilinx 

Vivado. Independent simulation was performed with various random seed numbers. We consider two 

types of traffic in the communication system, express traffic and best effort traffic. We measure the 

performance based on various traffic intensities, packet sizes, and ratio between the two types of traffic. 

Figure 2-28 illustrates logarithmically the evaluation of the preemption delay behaviour by running an 

FPGA hardware-based simulation using a Linear-Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) algorithm to generate 

random packet lengths and packet gap sizes for both best effort and express traffic. The simulation 

results confirm the calculated maximum PDV of 142 bytes transmission time. Additionally, we can see 

that 38 percent of the time preemption is not required, so preemption delay is zero, 42 percent of the 

time the preemption was requested and performed, so we could interrupt the best traffic which 

introduces a delay of 24 bytes, consisting of best-effort fragment CRC checksum, interframe gap, 

preamble and delimiter and the rest of less than 20 percent of the time, we encounter a preemption 

delay of up to 142 bytes. 

 

Figure 2-27: Latency and PDV measurements. 

 

Figure 2-28: Preemption Delay for express traffic. 
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3 Programming languages for data plane 

programmability: programmability assessment 

3.1 P4 compiler for Spectrum device 

In deliverable D3.2, section 3.4, we described the development of the P4-16 compiler for the Spectrum 

Ethernet switch, and the main software components comprising thereof. We introduced the Mellanox 

hybrid target pipeline and architecture, which has also been disseminated at various conferences (e.g. 

ONF Connect 2018). In this deliverable we give an assessment of said architecture, describe the 

additional extensions that have added since deliverable D3.2 was released, and highlight the various 

P4 programmability use cases that have been successfully modelled using the Spectrum hybrid P4 

architecture and P4 compiler. 

3.1.1 Mellanox Spectrum development platform for P4 data plane programmability 

We have extended the P4 compiler backend in an incremental manner in order to support multiple use 

cases for both customer requirements and to solve novel research problems. In addition, the 

implementation now supports the Spectrum 2 Ethernet switch, featuring greater table scale and 

additional functionality for programmable packet headers (flex parser). Some of the incremental 

improvements include: 

 Additional support for target specific actions: 

o Trapping packets to CPU. 

o Mirroring packets to ports, with or without GRE tunnelling and mirror headers. 

o Packet modification actions to support NAT. 

o Policy based switching. 

o VxLAN tunnel encapsulation. 

o Setting of ECN, PRIO, color. 

o Changing ECMP route for specific flows. 

o Changing egress router interface for local flows. 

 Additional packet field match capabilities 

o Full set of Spectrum supported fixed match keys. 

o Ability to specify arbitrary header field as a match key. 

o Full set of Spectrum packet metadata fields as match keys. 

 L2 keys such as DMAC type (unicase, multicast, is VLAN). 

 tunnel keys such as tunnel type, GRE key, VNI, inner IPv4, inner TCP, UDP. 

 RoCE key fields. 

 MPLS key fields. 

 additional internal register fields (32 and 16 bit). 

 pipeline packet metadata like ingress/egress ports, ingress/egress rifs, VRF 

ID. 

 Preliminary support for Spectrum 2 programmable parser 

o Definition of flex parse nodes. 

o Defintion of flex transitions and next protocol. 

o Parsing graph of up to 1 inner tunnel state. 

 Additional API generation support 

o In addition to the existing SDK API, SAI API and P4RT API, we have added a new 

backend to support generation of Linux Traffic Classifier (TC). This is a generic target 

architecture that is based on the Linux pipeline. 

 Upgrading open source components 

o Updated P4 Runtime to the final specification 1.0.0. 

o Updated P4 Compiler front end to the latest version supporting the above. 
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o Updates to ONOS driver for Spectrum family. 

3.1.2 Bare metal services to the Cloud 

While the success of the cloud has been firmly rooted in the scalability associated with compute 

virtualisation, there is a growing market for connecting bare metal machines to the cloud. Networking 

these physical services require non-standard encapsulation logic and large tunnel scale, often 

exceeding 10M tunnels. We introduced BMToR as a P4 programmable pipeline implementation for such 

encapsulation logic, which performs VNET peering in a legacy network in a scalable manner. 

While a legacy solution adds a route to each VRF for each VNET router, the switch quickly runs out of 

resources. For example, 1000 Virtual Machines (VMs) with 100 VNETs would require 10M routes. By 

taking a programmable approach, using 2 user defined match action tables, one for port to VNET and 

the second for VNET routing (see Figure 3-1), the result is a single route per VM, and a single update 

per VM route. 

3.1.3 Programmability in SDN 

True SDN allows a controller to define the network device pipeline, with a uniform and flexible API. In 

this use case, we extended our P4 compiler infrastructure to support the ONOS-CORD deployment. 

The data plane program, fabric.p4, was use to define the switch pipeline, while P4Runtime APIs were 

used to configure and populate the tables. gNMI was used to provide a management interface to 

configure ports, QoS, etc. 

The ONOS demo at MWC 2018 (see Figure 3-2) highlighted this multi-vendor setup, featuring a P4 

programmable Spectrum switch as a spine, a Cavium spine, and 2 Barefoot leaves. 

 
Figure 3-1: VNET to VNET peering. 
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Figure 3-2: MCORD/ONOS demonstration at MWC 2018. 

 
Figure 3-3: Timed switch over using P4. 

3.1.4 Timed Switch over 

This media use case focused on the requirement for video stream endpoints to make a “clean” switch 

over between different media streams (i.e. all at the same frame boundary). The legacy approach uses 

IGMP to allow the endpoint to join the new stream while still receiving the previous one. As a result, the 

endpoint must reserve bandwidth for both streams and buffer the new stream, while increasing the 

latency, until the switch over occurs. 

In the timed switch implementation, a simple P4 program is used to match on the RTP timestamp (see 

Figure 3-3). Since the media flow time stamps are synchronized, all packets from the same video frame 

will carry the same timestamp. Using a range match, the flows can be switched at the new timestamp 

value. The result means that endpoint bandwidth is saved, and the need for buffering is reduced as is 

the latency. The implementation was demonstrated at IBC 2018. 

3.1.5 Linux Traffic Control (TC) 

The goal for effort was to make programmable ASICs accessible through a standard Linux interface. 

This enables users to add custom network functions, insert them into the Linux pipeline. In the case of 

Spectrum switches, the switchdev driver supports the mapping of TC rules to hardware (e.g. flow filter 

based matching). The P4 compiler backend takes the input program and converts it to TC rules. From 

there, the TC compiler generates the code for the Linux kernel, and the kernel offloads what is possible 

to the HW. 
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Figure 3-4: Stateless Load Balancing using TC. 

 

Figure 3-5: Hybrid approach for Stateful load balancing. 

As a simple example, a stateless IP based load balancing scheme can be generated (see Figure 3-4), 

without the tedious and error prone approach of writing straight TC code. These results were 

demonstrated at NetDev 2019 conference. 

3.1.6 Server Load Balancer 

L4 load balancing serves a critical function in the delivery of cloud traffic. However, stateless load 

balancing (e.g. traditional ECMP) suffers when stateful connections, such as TCP, may be disrupted 

when the back end compute pool (Direct IP or DIP) changes. These changes can be frequent due to 

service expansion, upgrades or hardware failures. Broken connectivity results in degraded cloud 

service performance  

Two hardware tables are to configure the data-plane using a straight forward P4 program. The migrated 

connection table (MCT) carries entries that are need to be preserved after a DIP pool change has 

occurred. If no entry is found (miss) then processing proceeds to the second table that hashes VIP and 

performances ECMP as usual (see Figure 3-5). The result is that a relatively small hardware table 

(about 20K entries) can support over 1M of active flows. While the P4 compiler easily auto-generated 

the SAI APIs and implementation to configure the data-plane, per the P4 program description, most of 

the effort was in integration of the control software and logic into SONiC. 

3.1.7 Sampling on Demand in SDN 

Network monitoring via packet sampling is an essential tool for troubleshooting networks, but needs to 

be judiciously used as it resource intensive. To avoid the issues surrounding uniform sample, R. Cohen 
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et al have proposed a Sampling Allocation Problem as a component of SDN [14]. Part of this problem 

involves programming the switch to send a statistical percentage of the packets for a given flow to a 

traffic collector. 

 

Figure 3-6: Packet Sampling on Demand. 

Based on a two table P4 program, the first to match on a sufficiently random packet field (e.g. IP 

Checksum) and the second to match on the flow five tuple, a statistical sample of packets are mirrored 

to the collector. Using a tunnel encapsulation (GRE) and a mirror packet header (ERSPAN), additional 

switch metadata such as device ID, ingress port, and timestamps were collected. The efforts lay the 

foundations for creating a Sampling Management Module framework for the SDN controller (see Figure 

3-6) and were demonstrated at the P4 Workshop 2019. 

3.2 ADVA P4 Xilinx FPGA 

As described in deliverable D3.2, ADVA integrates Xilinx SDNet 2018.2 Workflow for P4 to FPGA Data 

Plane Programmability. 

The Xilinx SDNet high-level design environment has been created to simplify the design of packet 

processing data planes that target FPGA hardware. SDNet is a tool to convert the P4 design intent into 

a Xilinx FPGA design solution. SDNet allows programmers to build new data planes by explicitly 

specifying the header processing and packet processing. SDNet processing engines have specialized 

behaviour and include: Parsing Engines, Match Action Engines and Deparsing Engines, each 

generated according to an application-specific requirement. The basic types are similar to the 

components found in P4 such as the parser and the control blocks. To implement a P4 design the 

compiler maps the control flow into a custom data plane architecture of SDNet engines. This mapping 

chooses appropriate engine types and customizes each of them based on the P4-specified processing. 

SDNet eases the construction of hierarchical SDNet systems, consisting of different types of engine: 

 Parsing, used to extract ingress packet header information. 

 Deparsing, used to manipulate the contents of packet headers by inserting, modifying, or 

removing packet data. 

 Look-up engines used for match-action table abstraction. 

 Action enginees. 
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Xilinx SDNet high-level design environment - design of packet processing data planes for FPGA 

hardware, and requires three-phases of compilation, as illustrated in Figure 3-7. 

 Target independent: outputs a json.file for use by the SDN-based P4 Behavioural Model. 

 Target dependent: FPGA based Synthesis and Implementation – Xilinx Vivado Tools. 

 Target dependent: Soft-controller SDK drivers for programming the design’s lookup-engines. 

An optional compilation phase is the hardware System-Verilog based Verification: 

To run the RTL simulation using Questa Advanced Simulator (or ModelSim), following files are required 

and provided as a result of the previously described compilation phase: 

 Input Packet File. 

 Input Tuple File (Optional – if supported). 

 System Verilog Testbench. 

 C++ model as interface to each lookup table. 

The P4 compiler is currently only supported on 64-bit Linux operating systems. Although it might run on 

many distributions, Ubuntu and CentOS are officially supported. 

 

Figure 3-7: P4 to FPGA data plane programmability workflow. 

Compiling with p4c-sdnet: 

The following command compiles P4_16 source code at the Linux command prompt. The resulting 

output file can then be used as a source file within the SDNet design environment. 

$ p4c-sdnet input.p4 -o output.sdnet 

Among other compile options, when compiling from P4 for SDNet, while most of these changes are 

irrelevant to the user, some might be relevant when interfacing with the control plane or when using 
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Vivado Synthesis. A JSON file is generated along with the SDNet source code if the --sdnet_info flag is 

passed to p4c-sdnet. 

For SDN integration, the generated JSON configuration file can be used by SDN specific applications 

to specify at runtime the parameters of a given device. The Match-action tables can be populated using 

northbound APIs, with native support for non-standard P4 match and actions. Eventually, the service 

API will be merged into the core northbound API as a device-independent API for programmable data 

planes. 

SDNet Compiler: 

It requires Vivado Design Suite to be installed and licensed on the target system. 

The format of the compiler command is:  

$ sdnet [options] <SDNet specification filename> 

Where [options] specifies a set of parameters described in SDNet Packet Processor Documentation. 

This includes a set of Xilinx FPGA hardware specific parameters, which must comply with the existing 

FPGA hardware architecture. 

Importing the Design into FPGA Vivado Tools: 

Compiling an SDNet system produces a TCL script for Vivado tools for packaging the system as an IP 

core within the Vivado IP Catalog. Additionally, timing constraints should set the clock periods for the 

clk_line, clk_lookup, and clk_control clock signals as necessary by the design accordingly to the 

Ethernet MAC frequency and bus width. 

3.3 XL language for FlowBlaze platform 

As described in deliverable D3.2, the FlowBlaze platform can be programmed using a domain specific 

language called XL (XFSMs Language). The code is compiled using xtrac (the XL compiler, written in 

Java, using the ANTLR library), in a JSON file. Then, this JSON file can be loaded into the different 

platforms supporting FlowBlaze, without any need to change it (see Figure 3-8. For every platform, HW 

or SW, there is a different loader that configures the execution engine to execute the algorithm specified 

in the file. 

In particular, in this deliverable we described the details of the NetFPGA loader that has been developed 

to program the FlowBlaze prototype described in deliverable D3.2, and evaluated in section 2.2 of the 

present deliverable. The same prototype will be used in the railways use case, where the FlowBlaze 

nodes are used to provide the session continuity. The session continuity functions have been written 

using the XL language and the NetFPGA loader has been used to configure the FlowBlaze prototype. 

 

Figure 3-8: XL workflow. 

The NetFPGA loader is a program written in Python that takes the JSON produced by the XL compiler 

to configure the registers and hardware modules of the HW FlowBlaze implementation. This application 
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presents 6 “drivers” producing the different outputs for the configuration of the NetFPGA, both 

simulation and configuration: 

1. SERIAL mode: this driver opens a Serial communication with the Microblaze processor in the 

NetFPGA and configures it through that connection; 

2. FILE mode: this driver produces an executable bash file that can be modified and launched; 

3. SIM mode: this driver produces the file in the format suitable for simulations; 

4. BASH mode: this driver, similar to the serial mode creates a file that can be used to configure 

the Microblaze processor; 

5. USB mode: this driver, similar to the serial mode, injects commands in an already opened 

Serial communication with the Microblaze processor; 

6. RWAXI mode: this driver configures the NetFPGA by opening subprocesses calling the rwaxi 

binary that directly writes the FPGA registers. 

The loader can be organised in two logically separated modules: (1) the parser and (2) the programmer. 

JSON parser. The JSON file is provided in the command line and loaded by the Parser class. It 

presents various methods for packing the relevant configurations that are then used by the 

programmer to configure the FPGA. Follows a list of such methods: 

 Pack_entries loops over the stages provided in the JSON and packs the entries using the 

following format: 

   entry = {'state': int(e['state']), 'next_state': int(e['next_state']), 

            'results': results, 'actions': e['actions']} 

 Pack_flow_keys and pack_update_keys handles the update and lookup keys for each stage. 

A key is an array of header fields formatted as dictated by the registers used by the FPGA to 

implement key extraction, comprising byte offsets and masks. These methods implement also 

the algorithms to handle the logic of offsets and contiguous fields; 

 Pack_conditions parses the conditions described by two operands (header fields, registers or 

constants) and the operation between them.  

 Get_condition_results configures the results of the configured conditions for each configured 

entry of each stage. 

Programmer. The programmer instantiates the data structures parsed by the JSON parser and 

implements the various driver to output the configurations for the HW platform.  

 The write_register primitive configures the proper register format for each of the 6 drivers; 

 The write_tcamX_entry and write_tcamX methods configure the TCAM 1 and 2 entries in the 

proper format required by the TCAMs; 

 The write_actions method configures the actions by writing the 4 registers in the RAMs 

related to each entry; 

 The write_condition and write_conditions are respectively used to implement the logic needed 

to configure the conditions registers, and the actual writing of all the conditions’ registers; 

 The write_[flow/update]_key configures the packet flow and update keys. 

 The write_header_field[s] methods configure the header fields that have to be taken into 

account in the configured FlowBlaze stage; 

 The pipe_alu_actions_allocator writes the registers of the pipealu FlowBlaze module, 

implementing the arithmetic update actions.  

Usage. To program the NetFPGA it is required to install the python environment and two relevant 

packages: 

 pip install numpy  

 pip install serial 
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To run the loader, trigger the following command: 

 python load_fpga.py -f [program.json] -m MODE -p 

[out_file/serial_port] 

 [program.json] is the JSON produced by the XL complier, representing the application; 

 MODE must be set to one of the possible modes: 

o 0  serial; 

o 1  rwaxi; 

o 2  sim; 

o 3  file; 

o 4  usb; 

o 5  bash. 

 [out_file/serial_port] is the output file for the modes that output files and the Serial port 

path for the serial driver. 

The XFSM-language was extended in order to support the multiple stages provided by the FlowBlaze 

abstraction. In particular, the setNextStage(stage) primitive allows a programmer to define the next 

stage to be executed in the FlowBlaze pipeline. 
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4 Hardware Technologies: Test Setup and Performance 

Evaluation 

4.1 Flex-E Technology 

The logical testbed design is depicted in Figure 4-1. Two Flex-E enabled routers are connected to 

support the traffic originating from one server side to another. A hardware traffic generator is used to 

generate backup traffic, trying to dominate the link. Flex-E is used to perform channelisation, allocating 

a specific channel and protecting the end-to-end flow. 

The actual implemented Flex-E testbed is depicted in Figure 4-2. The switch fabric is used to 

interconnect the server systems with the routers and also interconnect the server and the routers to the 

management networks for admin purposes. 

 

Figure 4-1: Flex-E testbed logical view. 

 

Figure 4-2: Flex-E testbed. 

In our experimentation activities presented in deliverable D4.2 [10] one 100G link between the two 

routers is “splitted” using the Flex-E technology. The splitting is made by creating Flex-E channels. The 

Flex-E clients are identified using VLAN technology and each VLAN is mapped to a specific Flex-E 

channel. 
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As a baseline experiment, we created two flows: Flow-1 (VLAN-id 4) that could be critical traffic and 

Flow-2 (VLAN -id 6) being the background traffic. The goal of the demonstrator was to showcase the 

ability of Flex-E channelisation to provide precise capacity shares between the two competing 

channels/flows. Channel statistics were obtained using interface counters that were updated to report 

per channel information. 

In Figure 4-3 we present the evaluation results of the experiment described above with two Flex-e 

channels serving to Ethernet flows that are identified using their VLAN-id. As we can see, the 100G link 

is precisely sliced exploiting time scheduling on the Flex-Calendar. Flex-E channel 0 throughput is 75 

Gbps on average while channel 2 throughput is 25 Gbps on average (5 slots out of 25). 

An important observation however is that although Flex-e technology is able to provide precise 

throughput guarantees per flow using very low level slicing, is not able to differentiate delay and jitter 

per channel for each Flex-E client. This phenomenon was however expected and is depicted in Figure 

4-4 where, as we can observe, both flows experience similar delay and jitter performance. 

 

Figure 4-3: Network slicing performance using Flex-E channels over 100G PHY link for 
vlan4:15slots and vlan 6: 5 slots out of 20. 

 

Figure 4-4: Delay and jitter results for two different Flex-E channels. 

4.2 X-Ethernet 

X-Ethernet introduces Ethernet switching based on the interface offered by Flexible-Ethernet. The 

switch device will redirect FlexE Clients (64B/66B block streams) from its inbound port to its outbound 

port without waiting for the arrival of the whole Ethernet frame for Frame Check Sequence (FCS) 

checksum and forwarding decision with table lookup. Therefore, all the time consuming procedures, 

such as encapsulation/decapsulation, queuing and table lookup, can be removed. We give another 

name to the PCS switching that is PCS Non-Stop Switch (NSS). What is more, the remaining procedure 
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processing time is predictable, which results in deterministic device latency. Idle insertion or deletion 

according to IEEE 802.3 may be performed to rate-adapt Flex-E Client to the Flex Group. A schematic 

view of PCS NSS is depicted in Figure 4-5.  

 

Figure 4-5: X-Ethernet PCS NSS switching mechanism. 

At the transmitter side, the IP packet stream is injected into the X-Ethernet inside device. After the 

standard physical layer processing procedure, the IP stream is transferred to Flex-E Clients, which can 

be regarded as time slot fragments since the Flexible-Ethernet reshapes the 64B/66B bit blocks in a 

TDM manner. Then, a time slot mux is applied to redirect the time slot fragments to the correct outbound 

port according to the configuration. In addition, the configuration of time slot mux can be done out-of-

band or in-band depending on how we define the Flexible-Ethernet frame.  

To demonstrate the capability of X-Ethernet as the unified data plane technology, a prototype is 

developed based on FPGA. The X-Ethernet prototype is a pizza box like device with the size of 

46x44.5x6.4 cm. It has six 100G CFP2 optical module slots, two 10G SFP+ optical module slots, one 

Ethernet interface slot and one RS232 interface. The RS232 is for device management and control.  

The FPGA board is mainly composing one Virtex UltraScale chip, one ZYNQ chip, two DDR3 SDRAM 

chips, one DDR4 SODIMM, two Quad-SPI flashes and one Micro SD. The system clock is generated 

by 25 MHz TCXO, and there are two Si5345A chips responsible for clock management. A temperature 

sensor is used to prevent the device to become over heated. The ZYNQ can be configured in three 

approaches, Quad-SPI flash, JTAG and SD memory card. The UltraScale can be configured in two 

approaches, JTAG and 8 bit Slave SelectMAP. 

Regarding experimentation results presented in D4.2 [10], three X-Ethernet prototypes were connected 

to each other and formed a network. A controller (PC) configures each of the devices via the RS232 

port on each device. A CPRI tester is used to generate CPRI option 7 traffic. A network performance 

tester is used to generate Ethernet traffic with 100 Gbps maximum bit rate. CPRI is injected into the XE 

No.1 device and transport to XE No.2, then loop back to the CPRI tester. 

In Table 4-1 the evaluation results are summarised regarding the first test case Ultra-low Latency Test 

for X-Ethernet Device as P node. 

Table 4-1: X-Ethernet evaluation results. 

Objective Testing latency of X-Ethernet device as P node 

Test instrument Traffic Generator 

Configuration  
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Figure 4-6: Test environment 1. 

 

Figure 4-7: Test environment 2. 

Test Step 

a) Setup the test environment as shown in Figure 4-6. 

b) Configure end-to-end Ethernet traffic flow between XE1 and XE4 (Flex-E 
tunnel allocated 2/10 slots), the path is XE1-XE3. The TestCenter generate 
and send packets of length 128, record traffic latency T1. 

c) Setup the test environment as shown in Figure 4-7. 

d) Configure end-to-end Ethernet traffic flow between XE1 and XE4 through 
XE2, the path is XE1-XE3-XE2.The TestCenter generate and send packets 
of length 128, record traffic latency T2. 

e) Modify traffic packet length to 1518byte in sequence, and repeat the above 
operation, then record traffic latency. 

Test Success 
Criteria 

a) The latency of P nodes can be calculated by the following formula: (T2 - T1).  

b) Calculate and record forwarding latency of P nodes. 

Test Result 

Slot 
number 

Packet 
length 

T1 (μs) T2 (μs) 
Delay of P 
nodes (μs) 

2 128 byte 2.988 3.539 0.551 

 1518 byte 4.309 4.903 0.594 

10 128 byte 2.116 2.683 0.567 

 1518 byte 2.59 3.156 0.566 

 

For the packet streams of different packet length at different rates, X-Ethernet exhibits its ultra-low 

latency forwarding capability at around 0.5 μs for P node. Compared to the classic router/switch (30 μs 

~ 200 ms), X-Ethernet has a huge advantage in carrying latency sensitive services. 

4.3 Time Sensitive Ethernet 

The 100GE time-sensitive aggregator nodes from TransPacket, based on Xilinx VCU110 evaluation 

boards, enable Ethernet-based TSN for converged fronthaul, backhaul/fixed access, and timing 

distribution (IEEE 1588 PTP), through the same 100 Gbps Ethernet links. The prototype nodes support 

10 x 10GE client interfaces, one 1GE timing interface for connecting to one IEEE 1588 Precision Time 

Protocol (PTP) Grand Master node, and two 100GE network interfaces. 
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The platform was developed as to support the mobile transport functional splits framed and carried 

through Ethernet as a transport technology. In the context of 5G-PICTURE the goal has been to fully 

integrate timing sensitive fronthaul traffic, with fixed delay services for transport of timing packets, i.e. 

PTP, and backhaul/fixed access traffic with less stringent timing requirements, as illustrated in Figure 

4-8. 

 

Figure 4-8: FUSION enabled Ethernet Time Sensitive Network for a fully integrated transport 
mobile network. 

Transparent timing transport. IEEE 1588 PTP packets are identified and forwarded with fixed delay, 

thus transported transparently timing-wise through the network. The service has been previously 

demonstrated with statistically multiplexed packets through field trials [15] and covered in D3.2. The 

key mechanism is the bypass-insert derived from what is known in literature Integrated Hybrid Optical 

Networks [16]. The high priority packets with stringent timing requirements, which in the xHaul case is 

first the PTP timing packets, bypass the node with minimal processing and through a fixed buffering 

delay before being forwarded in the line. The fixed delay corresponds to the service time of a maximum 

transmission unit (MTU); e.g. in a 100G line and 1542B Ethernet MTU (1500B payload) the delay 

corresponds to 125 ns. This delay ensures that: 

1- the idle time gaps between packets are identified and used for forwarding lower priority 

packets that fit – and only if they fit- in the gaps;  

2- Lower priority packets, even big packets equal to one MTU, are not preempted as they are 

only sent if fitting in the gap; 

3- no packet delay variation (PDV) is induced on PTP as all packets pass the same delay and 

are not influenced by the transmission of other packets. 

If two or more PTP packets arrive at the same time towards the 100GE port, the first one will be served 

while the others dropped. The packet loss ensures that the PTP delay remains fixed and relies on the 

very low PTP rate of 32pps (ITU-T G8271.1) for a very low loss ratio. The expected low contention 

probability relies further on asynchronized PTP slaves once the protocol converges for each, i.e. not 

sending PTP messages at the same time. 

Bounded Delay Transport (BDT). For fronthaul traffic, the packet delay variation introduced by packet 

switching needs to be smoothed, i.e. compensated at the receiver side by a playout buffer. Thus, low 

and bounded delay transport simplifies the dimensioning and relaxes the requirement on the buffer size 

- especially important on the RU side, as defined in the xRAN specification, as to be able to support 

multiple types of RUs with fixed buffer sizes. In this context in FUSION is implemented and 

demonstrated [17] an asynchronous “time-slotted” aggregation and add/drop scheme. Thus, multiple 
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equal priority 10GE fronthaul streams share a 100G multi-node transport path. The bounded delay 

transport (BDT) aggregation and add is illustrated in Figure 4-9(a). Each stream is allocated one or 

more equal size virtual timeslot(s) (TS), depending on the peak bandwidth requirement. The timeslot 

contains a main part, which is the maximum allowed inserted burst size, and a PDV guard-band, which 

is left unused and compensates for the peak PDV in the path. I.e. any delay variation induced by 

imperfect physical layer implementation, e.g. Ethernet MAC, of the traversed nodes does not shrink the 

time-slot “allocated” to the downstream nodes so that sufficient unfragmented bandwidth remains. 

An aggregation cycle (AC) time is then defined in the network nodes based on: (1) timeslot (TS) size, 

relating to the smallest required peak bandwidth of the streams, and (2) total number of TS – each BDT 

stream must be allocated an integer number of TS(s) based on the TS bandwidth granularity. The 

maximum aggregation delay experienced by a stream is thus bounded to the AC time: if the packet just 

missed its timeslot in the AC, it will be served on the next cycle. This AC thus relates also to the 

maximum PDV experienced by BDT at the aggregation node.  

The bypass-insert mechanism is utilized to identify and fill in the idle time slots that each node has been 

allocated, thus removing the need for a synchronization mechanism. 

At downstream nodes, once aggregated in the path, BDT will bypass through the respective fixed 

delays. Thus, the end-to-end BDT delay and delay variation is deterministic and low.  

Furthermore, the AC has also an allocated low bandwidth. To ensure that it does not influence the BDT 

more than the allocated PDV, a rate limiter is also implemented for PTP. However, again we rely on the 

low PTP rate and low contention probability. 

Statistically Multiplexed Traffic has relaxed timing requirements, thus fits well with backhaul and/or 

fixed access traffic. It is inserted in between idle time gaps of PTP and BDT traffic and further increases 

the path throughput, refer to Figure 4-9(b).  

 

Figure 4-9 (a) BDT aggregation and add/drop for FH transport with low and bounded delay; (b) 
low priority backhaul traffic (SM) insertion. 

4.3.1 Experimental Evaluation 

The performance of the three services is evaluated in a three node network as illustrated in Figure 

4-10 (a) with Xilinx evaluation board including FUSION IP Core and Ethernet 1/10/100G MACs in 

Figure 4-10 (b). 
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(a)                                                                      (b) 
Figure 4-10 (b) Testbed with three nodes. (b) Evaluation platform. 

The test equipment used for the evaluation are: 

- Anritsu MD1230B. The instrument with 50ns resolution accounts for 0 to 50ns of the reported 

PDV. 

o 4 x 10GE ports 

o 2 x 1GE port 

- Synchronized xeTgMux traffic generator/analyzer, with 8ns resolution accounts for 0 to 8 ns 

of the reported PDV 

o 10 x 10GE ports 

- Three VCU 110 boards running FUSION 100G IP Core R2.0 with respective Ethernet MACs 

and transceivers. 

The 1GE/10GE/100GE MACs are also part of the test environment and the PDV has been measured 

to 1GE = 8 ns, 10GE = 38 ns, 100GE = 31 ns.  

4.3.2 BDT and SM performance 

The BDT performance is evaluated in [17] for the parameters set up as shown in Table 4-2. The MTU 

for all streams is fixed to 1522B: 1518B is the Ethernet maximum sized packet and 4B the VLAN tag 

used for differentiating traffic type, while the load is fixed by fixing the inter-packet gaps. The nodes are 

configured with AC=1.24 µs for aggregating eight 10GE BDT streams through the 100GE path, where 

the timeslot size is set with main=1588 Byte and PDV guard-band 300Byte (24 ns on the 100GE link). 

Table 4-2: Streams’ parameters. 

Parameters Desc./Value 

BDT fixed delay for insert of local add BDT 𝛿𝑏 =
𝑇𝑆 𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛

100𝐺𝑏/𝑠
 ~0.25 µs 

BDT fixed delay for insert of SM 𝛿𝑠 =
1550𝐵

100𝐺𝑏/𝑠
~0.2 µs 

Main part of timeslot 1588B 

PDV guardband 300B (24 ns @ 100GE) 

Timeslot size size 1588B+300B 

Aggregation Cycle AC 
8 𝑥 𝑇𝑆

100𝐺𝑏/𝑠
~1.24 µs 

Number of FH (BDT) 10GE ports at node n 𝐹𝑛 

Number of SM 10GE ports 𝐵 = 10 − 𝐹1 

BDT load at 10GE port 𝜌𝑥
𝑓
=0.98 

SM load at 10GE port 𝜌𝑥
𝑏=0.7 

Total load 100GE path 𝜌𝑡 

Three test scenarios are considered: 
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1. only BDT aggregation from (1:8) x 10GE streams on N1 and dropped on N2 - verifying that 

BDT streams are isolated from each-other, i.e. PDV and delay is independent of the number of 

streams in the path;  

2. with SM insertion where the number of SM streams is (10-Number of BDT streams) as to verify 

that BDT streams are isolated from SM and a high throughput is achieved on the 100GE path;  

3. BDT aggregation from 1 to 5 10GE streams at N1, and BDT add of (1:3) x 10GE streams at 

N2, all terminated/dropped at N3 – verifying that aggregated BDT is isolated from BDT add at 

downstream nodes. 

Maximum end-to-end delay and PDV for the first two cases, i.e. BDT aggregation with and without SM, 

is illustrated in Figure 4-11(a) while BDT aggregation and BDT add at Node 2 is shown in Figure 4-11(b).  

As shown, BDT delay is demonstrated to be bounded to the aggregation cycle 1.24 µs + fixed 

processing delays in the IP core + transmission delay + Ethernet MACs measured reference delays, for 

all three cases. The maximum measured PDV of 1.23 µs is consistent with the theoretical bound equal 

to the aggregation cycle of less than 1.24 µs for both BDT aggregation and add/drop, independent of 

number of aggregated BDT streams and inserted SM streams. 

For the BDT add in scenario 3, the maximum delay experienced by the BDT aggregated at N1 increases 

as expected according to the bypass delays at N2: less than 1µs, where 0.72 µs is the fixed bypass 

and processing delays, and delay added by the 100GE MACs (measured reference delay up to 0.45 

µs). Hence, for a 2-node network the BDT end-to-end maximum delay added by the nodes is less than 

5 µs (where 1.24 µs is the aggregation cycle), while for a 3-node network less than 5.9µs (where 0.71 

µs is the bypass delay at N2 and less than 0.45 µs is the additional 100GE MAC delay).  

The total maximum throughput is found by inserting a worst-case SM traffic pattern of fixed MTU 

packets - smaller packets distribution would fill better the gaps. A 100GE path throughput up to 90Gbps 

can be achieved, where the SM delay is well within the range of 500 µs, showing that results are not 

only fitting for backhaul but also for possibly more demanding midhaul traffic. 
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 (a)                                                                                     (b) 

Figure 4-11 (a) Maximum delay and PDV as a function of the total offered load in the 100G path, 
with BDT as on/off sources with offered load 0.98 on the 10G ports; measured BDT 

performance is equal for both 2-node scenario 1 w/o SM and 2 w/ SM at 0.7 load the SM ports. 
(b) BDT max delay and PDV for 3-node scenario 3 with BDT aggregation and BDT add at N2. 

Table 4-3: PTP service performance characteristics 

PTP performance 
Parameter 

Value 

Node 1 Node 2 Node 3 

GM to 
slave 

Slave to 
GM 

GM to 
slave 

Slave to 
GM 

GM to 
slave 

Slave to 
GM 

Maximum Delay (µs) 84.59 84.64 85.46 85.51 86.33 86.38 

Minimum Delay(µs) 84.56 84.57 85.43 85.44 86.30 86.32 

Maximum path delay 
difference (ns) 

<60 <60 <60 

Peak PDV (ns) <40 <40 <40 

Packet loss None None None 
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Figure 4-12 Two-node GM-to-slave minimum and maximum PTP delay, with and without BDT 
and SM traffic. 

4.3.3 PTP performance 

The PTP performance is illustrated for the case with and without other traffic. Please note that node 1 

“GM node” is where the Grand Master is connected to at the 1GE port, the rest of nodes “slave node” 

have no GM connected to it, but only slaves, on all 10GE ports. Traffic from GM port is multicasted to 

all 10GE ports part of the multicast group, while slave to GM packets are forwarded as unicast, i.e. point 

to point path. Hence these packets are contending with each other. The test objective is to characterize 

and verify that the PTP delay is fixed and the only delay variation is induced by physical layer 

impairments. The PTP frame size is set to a typical value of 128 Bytes and the bandwidth utilization 

equivalent to 32 packets per second, i.e. approximately 32 Kbps bandwidth usage. The PTP delay 

increases from N1 to N3 because of the bypass delay added at each node on the 100GE path. The 

results are shown in Table 4-3. 

As shown in Figure 4-12 PTP frames are transported to node 1 and node 2 slave ports with fixed delay, 

ultra-low PDV, and highly symmetric bidirectional path delay. The delay of 84.5 µs, which is high but 

not important for the PTP accuracy, relates to the added fixed delays for PTP bypass at 1GE, 10GE 

and 100GE ports. The maximum path delay difference for the GM-to-slave and slave-to-GM path is <60 

ns for both node 1 and node 2 slaves, with tester resolution of 8 ns. This highly symmetric PTP path 

delay enables a highly accurate node synchronisation. Note that the MAC/PHYs components outside 

the IP Core induces PDV up to 38 ns. For PTP traffic sent at a typical 32PPS rate, PTP rate limiter has 

no effect on PTP drop rate. 

4.4 Functional evaluation of ORAN interface between BB and Active Antenna Distributed 
Unit 

4.4.1 Summary of RU architecture 

As described in previous deliverables (D3.1, D3.2) 5G-PICTURE investigated architectures for massive 

MIMO radio units (RUs) for Sub-6 GHz. A typical system setup of including an RU is shown in Figure 

4-13. An RU is typically deployed on a cell tower and perform lower layer processing. It is connected to 

a Distributed Unit (DU), which is deployed at the base of the cell tower or at a central office up to several 

kilometers away. The DU implements upper layer processing, typically upper physical and MAC layers. 

Finally, the DUs are connected with a Central Unit (CU), which implements layers above the MAC, as 

well as the core network. 
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Figure 4-13: Typical architecture including a Radio Unit (RU). 

The aims for the investigation of RU architectures in 5G-PICTURE can be summarised as follows: 

 increase radio capacity through the use of massive MIMO. 

 provide an energy-efficient hardware architecture through selection of the best processing 

architecture (ASICs vs. FPGA vs. GPP processors). 

 mitigate the increase in fronthaul capacity through use of a new functional split. 

Such an architecture was successfully developed and implemented on a proof-of-concept platform. 

Previous deliverables focused on the overall concept and the choice of computing hardware. In the 

following we want to only summarise those results before we focus on the evaluation of the new 

fronthaul interface. 

Figure 4-14 shows the design of the RU. It mainly consists of 4 so-called Radio Subunits (RSUs), which 

carry the digital and analog frontends for in total 64 antennas. An Interface Subunit (ISU) carries the 

beamformer for MIMO operation as well as the fronthaul interface. A Power Supply Unit (PSU) delivers 

the required power to all units. On top of the RSUs lies the antenna layer with 64 antenna elements. 2 

SFP cages are available for hosting 2 10 Gbps Ethernet fronthaul interfaces. 

The base parameters of the RU are listed in Table 4-4. 

 
Figure 4-14: Hardware concept for massive MIMO RU. 
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Table 4-4: Features of the 5G-PICTURE mMIMO RU. 

Parameter Value 

Operating Band B40 / B41 

Operating frequency range 2300-2400 MHz 

Duplex mode TDD 

#TRX 64 

OBW 60 

IBW 100 

Rfout (max) 120 W 

#Layers DL 16 

#Layers UL 8 

Functional split Split 7.2, O-RAN 

Fronthaul interface 2x 10 GbE 

FH compression 

Block floating point (Broadcast beams, 
PUSCH, SRS beamforming weights) 

Modulation compression (DL user beams) 

All digital signal processing is implemented in FPGAs. While using GPPs had been considered, it was 

found in deliverable D3.2 that, due to their lower power efficiency, they are not suitable for the lower 

PHY processing as done in an RU. However, x86-based ARM cores are available as part of the FPGA, 

which are being for control, management, logging, etc., of the RU. 

The RU utilises functional split 7.2, i.e. all physical layer processing downwards from frequency domain 

beamforming and IFFT are being implemented in the RU, while upper layers are implemented in DU 

and CU. This split was also chosen by the O-RAN group which standardizes a fronthaul interface for 

this split. This O-RAN interface was implemented on the RU and its performance shall be discussed in 

the following. 

4.4.2 Fronthaul Packet Types, Data Rate, and Overhead 

In the O-RAN standard, several so-called Planes are used to differentiate different traffic flows, as 

shown in Figure 4-15 (compare also deliverable D2.3). 

 
Figure 4-15: O-RAN traffic flows. 

While the Synchronization-Plane (S-Plane) is used to synchronize the RU and the Management-Plane 

(M-Plane) handles the configuration and management, the Control- (C-Plane) and User-Plane (U-

Plane) are used to transfer the actual date required to radiate the radio signal. While the U-Plane carries 
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classic frequency domain IQ data, the C-Plane carries additional information such as beamforming 

weights or information required for compression of IQ samples. 

Table 4-5 summarises the packets required for mMIMO operation for 1 carrier of 20 MHz. The packets 

have been grouped into control information (blue), beamforming weights (orange) and IQ data packets 

(green). 

Figure 4-16 now compares the data rates required for the different groups of packets. In the UL, the IQ 

traffic has been further differentiated into UL IQ data (PUSCH channel), PRACH data, and SRS data. 

As can be seen beamforming weights make up more than half of the DL data rate. The UL data rate is 

nearly as high as that of the DL, although only 8 user beams are used as compared to 16 in the DL. 

The reason lies in the very efficient Modulation Compression that can be only used in the DL, and the 

high amount of data required for the SRS signal (64 antenna signals).  

Both the UL and DL data rates are around 7 Gbps, accordingly the developed RU uses one 10 Gbps 

Ethernet link for each 20 MHz carrier. 

Every packet-based standard such as O-RAN adds overhead to the original data. This overhead for the 

given configuration is also given in Table 4-5, and visualised in Figure 4-17 (note that all control packets 

are considered overhead, hence control packets show an overhead of 100 %). In summary, it can be 

seen that the overhead is about 8 % in the DL and about 4 % in the UL. The overhead is higher in the 

DL due to the amount of control data required for the modulation compression 
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Table 4-5: Overview of O-RAN C- and U-Plane packets used in mMIMO RU. Blue are control packets, orange are beamforming weight packets, 
green are I/Q data packets. 

Content Plane Direction 
Packet 
length  
in byte 

No. 
packets 
/period 

Period in s 
Data rate 
in Gbps 

Overhead 
in byte 

Overhead in 
% 

Overhead 
data rate in 

Gbps 

DL control C-Plane DL 90 1 1.00E-03 0.0007 90 100.00% 0.0007 

DL modulation compression control C-Plane DL 2602 1 71.4E-06 0.2914 2602 100.00% 0.2914 

DL beamforming weights C-Plane DL 4966 64 1.00E-03 2.5426 166 3.34% 0.0850 

DL IQ data broadcast beams U-Plane DL 7480 1 71.4E-06 0.8378 280 3.74% 0.0314 

DL IQ data user beams U-Plane DL 5034 4 71.4E-06 2.2552 234 4.65% 0.1048 

UL control C-Plane DL 90 1 1.00E-03 0.0007 90 100.00% 0.0007 

DL beamforming weights C-Plane DL 4966 32 1.00E-03 1.2713 166 3.34% 0.0425 

UL IQ data broadcast beams U-Plane UL 7480 1 71.4E-06 0.8378 280 3.74% 0.0314 

UL IQ data broadcast beams U-Plane UL 7514 4 71.4E-06 3.3663 314 4.18% 0.1407 

PRACH control C-Plane DL 106 1 1.00E-03 0.0008 106 100.00% 0.0008 

PRACH IQ data U-plane UL 6800 1 71.4E-06 0.7616 88 1.29% 0.0099 

SRS control C-plane DL 1578 1 1.00E-03 0.0126 1578 100.00% 0.0126 

SRS IQ data U-plane UL 7480 32 1.00E-03 1.9149 280 3.74% 0.0717 
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Figure 4-16: Data rate of different fronthaul traffic flows for mMIMO RU. 

 

Figure 4-17: Overhead of different O-RAN fronthaul packets for mMIMO RU. Note that the bar 
for Control is at 100 %. 

4.4.3 Fronthaul Evaluation 

An important difference between packet-based fronthaul like O-RAN is that packets can experience 

jitter due to the processing and queueing times in network equipment such as Network Interface Cards 

(NICs), routers or switches. Accordingly, the RU and DU need to be equipped with a buffer to 

compensate for that jitter. Within O-RAN these buffers are defined using so -called reception windows, 

which define windows in which packets for a certain symbol or subframe can be accepted without 

leading to a buffer over-or underflow. The implemented buffer has a size of about 214 µs. Assuming 

that the transmit window on the DU side is one full symbol of about 71 µs, that leaves a maximum jitter 

of about 143 µs. 

The 5G-PICTURE RU was tested with a commercial DU using a GPP implementation. Such a DU has 

a natural jitter due to the overhead of the different drivers, interrupts etc between the signal processing 

application and Ethernet packets actually leaving the NIC. Figure 4-18 shows the jitter of the different 

packets as measured by the RU. As can be seen, the jitter is usually around 17 µs, while it never 

exceeds 35 µs. As such the RU will be able to cope with that jitter and still has a headroom of about 

108 µs for additional transport network jitter. 
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Figure 4-18: Received packet jitter of mMIMO RU. 

 

Figure 4-19: Screenshot of mMIMO RU transmit signal. 

To illustrate the overall performance of the RU in combination of the FH interface, end-to-end tests with 

a commercial CU, DU, and test UE were performed. Figure 4-19 shows a screenshot of the RU’s 

transmit signal. As can be seen the constellation is clean, the EVM with 1.4 % is much lower than 

required by 3GPP for a 64 QAM constellation, and CRC checks are passing for all DL subframes. 

Throughput tests were also performed, using the tool iperf to measure IP level throughput from CU to 

the test UE. Figure 4-20 shows an excerpt from the logs of DL/UL tests running for more than 9 hours. 

This test was performed using 2 layers, 64 QAM in DL and 1 layer, QPSK in UL. For such a 

configuration, the expected throughput is approximately 100 Mbps in DL and 8 Mbps in UL. As can be 

seen, a throughput of 101 Mbps and 8.1 Mbps were achieved, for DL and UL, respectively. This 

illustrates that the fronthaul interface, as well as the RU in general, are performing at the expected 

levels.  

 

Figure 4-20: Log excerpt of DL and UL end-to-end throughput test using mMIMO RU with O-
RAN fronthaul. 

EVM = 1.4 % 

CRC Pass for all DL SF

64 QAM Constellation

20 MHz carrier spectrum

[184] 35996.0-35997.0 sec  1.04 MBytes  8.74 Mbits/sec

[184] 35997.0-35998.0 sec   960 KBytes  7.86 Mbits/sec

[184] 35998.0-35999.0 sec   910 KBytes  7.45 Mbits/sec

[184] 35999.0-36000.0 sec   809 KBytes  6.63 Mbits/sec

[184] WARNING: did not receive ack of last datagram after 10 tries.

[184]  0.0-36000.0 sec  34.2 GBytes  8.16 Mbits/sec

[188] 32215.0-32216.0 sec  11.7 MBytes  98.3 Mbits/sec

[188] 32216.0-32217.0 sec  12.1 MBytes   102 Mbits/sec

[188] 32217.0-32218.0 sec  12.1 MBytes   102 Mbits/sec    

[188] 32218.0-32219.0 sec  12.1 MBytes   102 Mbits/sec

recvmsg failed: Connection timed out.

[188]  0.0-32220.9 sec   378 GBytes   101 Mbits/sec

Downlink Uplink

Runtime ~9 hours

Average throughput 101 Mbps Average throughput 8.16 Mbps

Runtime ~10 hours
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4.5 MIMO at mmWaves 

4.5.1 Introduction 

In Section 4.7 of deliverable D3.2 [2], we discussed the theoretical background for mmWave Line-of-

Sight (LoS) MIMO systems and the criterion for obtaining a near-orthogonal wireless channel with 

optimal inter-antenna spacing. Optimally arranged LoS MIMO system can provide full spatial 

multiplexing gain, i.e., the transmission of parallel data streams even in pure LoS channels, making it 

interesting for, e.g., wireless backhaul applications. 

An exemplary link budget and achievable data rates were derived for different orders of LoS MIMO 

setups at mmWave carrier frequencies. It has been shown that data rates in the order of tens of gigabits 

per second are achievable with a relatively low number of streams and compact antenna arrays of up 

to 1 m2 for link ranges in the order of 100 m. 

Finally, a basic 2×2 LoS MIMO experimental evaluation was performed in an anechoic chamber at a 

link range of 5.5 m and carrier of 60.48 GHz, providing a verification of the discussed LOS MIMO 

concept. 

In this section, the LoS MIMO research was extended in a number of directions by performing a new 

measurement campaign. First, the experimental setup is expanded from 2×2 to 4×4 MIMO with a 

Uniform Rectangular Array (URA) configuration, shown in Figure 4-21, in order to test if the 

orthogonality criterion holds for a larger number of streams (i.e. 4 orthogonal streams). Furthermore, 

measurements are performed in three different environments (in a laboratory and anechoic chamber at 

a Tx-Rx distance of D = 3 m, and a narrow hallway at a distance of D = 15 m) to evaluate the effect of 

possible Non-Line-of-Sight (NLoS) components to the conditioning of the LoS MIMO channel. 

Figure 4-22 shows different measurement environments. Lastly, a transmit waveform structure similar 

to the one used in the IEEE 802.11ad Single-Carrier mode is introduced, in order to evaluate linear 

equalization for LoS MIMO in a frame-based transmission. In all cases, the inter-antenna spacing dopt 

is set optimally according to the LoS MIMO orthogonality criterion (see Figure 4-23), e.g. at d = 0.335 

m for a link range of D = 3 m and a carrier frequency of 60.5 GHz. 

 

Figure 4-21: Uniform rectangular array (URA) of four 60 GHz antennas. 

Tx1 

Tx2 

Tx3 

Tx4 
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Figure 4-22: Different measurement environments (laboratory, hallway and anechoic chamber). 

 

Figure 4-23: Condition number inverse for 4x4 URA LOS MIMO vs. antenna spacing at 
distances of D = 3 and 15 m and a carrier frequency of 60.5 GHz. 

4.5.2 Measurement Setup Description 

Measurements were conducted using hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) methodology with offline post-

processing of the captured frames, in order to obtain a performance benchmark for the given LoS MIMO 

system. The HIL setup is shown in Figure 4-24. An arbitrary waveform generator (Tektronix AWG5208) 

was used to repetitively and synchronously generate the pre-compiled waveforms at the baseband 

inputs of the 4 transmitting AFEs, whereas a mixed signal oscilloscope (Tektronix MSO58) was used 

to capture the baseband outputs of 4 receiving AFEs. We have used commercial-of-the-shelf (COTS) 

AFEs HMC6350 from Analog Devices, Inc. Each evaluation board or AFE consists of either a transmitter 

or receiver chip (HMC6300 or HMC6301, respectively) connected to a rectangular horn antenna of 20 

dBi gain and 14° beamwidth. The transmitted frames are composed of a preamble of 25 repetitions of 

a PN127 training sequence, followed by QAM-modulated data blocks, each preceded by a single PN127 

mid-amble sequence. Each of the 4 spatially multiplexed data streams was assigned a different and 

mutually orthogonal complex PN127 sequence and uncorrelated QAM-modulated data symbols. With 

a complex double-sided bandwidth of 1.25 GHz, 4-QAM modulation order and 4 spatially-multiplexed 

data streams, a combined maximum throughput of 10 Gbps could be achieved with the described 

experimental setup. By using a higher-order modulation scheme, for example 16-QAM, one could 

achieve 20 Gbps uncoded data throughput. 

Lab  
D = 3m 

dopt = 0.335m 

Hallway  
D = 15m  

dopt = 0.334m 

Anechoic Chamber 

D = 3m 

dopt = 0.335m 
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Figure 4-24: The HIL setup for 4x4 LOS MIMO wireless communication at 60 GHz. 

Receiver architecture 

With respect to the applied receiver processing, the pre-processing symbol timing and carrier frequency 

synchronization are performed in a standard fashion based on the cross-correlation of the preamble 

with the replicas of the training sequences. 

The first stage is the separation of the MIMO streams by linear equalisation, i.e., zero-forcing (ZF), 

based on the pseudo-inverse of the averaged channel matrix estimate from the preamble. Under near-

orthogonal and well-conditioned LoS MIMO channels, simple linear equalization methods are of interest 

since they yield low receiver processing complexity, especially for mmWave systems with wideband 

processing of the parallel data streams. After the MIMO stream separation, intersymbol interference 

(ISI) cancellation is performed for each of the streams in parallel, due to the frequency selectivity of the 

AFEs, as well as possible NLoS channel taps from reflections. This stage is performed in the frequency 

domain (FDE), using the FFT transform of the midambles and MIMO-equalised streams to estimate the 

channel frequency responses. Since phase noise can lead to a high error rate in the QAM demapping, 

carrier phase recovery (CPR) is performed after the ISI cancellation, based on tracking the phase of 

the equalized streams. The overall signal processing in the receiver in summarised in Figure 4-25. 

 

Figure 4-25: Receiver signal processing for LoS MIMO with FDE-based ISI cancellation. 

4.5.3 Experimental evaluation / results 

Initial results on the estimated channel matrix condition number, as an indicator of the orthogonality of 

the LoS MIMO channel, yield 1.6~1.7 for the indoor lab and anechoic chamber scenarios, and around 
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3.0 for the narrow hallway scenario. It can be concluded that the narrow hallway is ill-conditioned, which 

can be attributed to the keyhole effect since the wireless sub-channels are highly correlated, making 

this specific scenario unsuitable for a LoS MIMO system setup. For the aforementioned two scenarios, 

it is verified that the LoS MIMO criterion holds for a 4×4 setup as well, since the condition number 

estimates are close to the optimal value of 1. 

With respect to the equalizer performance, it can be shown that simple ZF schemes with additional ISI 

cancellation per stream can provide full, i.e. error-free separation of the 4 spatially multiplexed streams, 

whereas phase tracking is needed to combat the significant phase noise of the AFEs. 

The constellation plot per stream at different stages of the receiver signal processing obtained in a 

laboratory environment (see Figure 4-22) is shown in Figure 4-26. The achieved throughput per stream 

is 2.5 Gbps, whereas the combined (4 streams multiplexed) throughput is 10 Gbps. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

Figure 4-26: Equalizer output at different receiver processing stages; a) Zero-Forcing single-
tap LoS MIMO equalization, b) FDE per stream for ISI cancellation, c) Carrier phase recovery. 
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5 Conclusions 

This document has presented the final report on Data Plane Programmability and infrastructure 

components produced in the context WP3 of the H2020 5G-PICTURE Project. It describes the 

advancements and performance results, completing the previous deliverables D3.1 and D3.2. 

In particular, in section 2, the deliverable puts forward a detailed description of the programmable 

platforms, test setup and evaluation results that have been developed during the WP3 activities. After 

a brief description of each platform, we reported an update on the architectures described in deliverable 

D3.2, underlining the additional functionalities added in the last period of WP3 activities. This detail 

description also provides insights on the KPIs definition and on the evaluation of the programmable 

platforms. Going into details for the TSON nodes, different testbed configuration has been shown and 

the result in terms of several KPIs, like e.g. latency and jitter has been reported. Also, for FlowBlaze 

Processor, the described test-setup has been used to collect results in terms of latency power 

consumption and throughput. For PTMP MAC Processor, the FPGA resource utilisation, end-to-end 

latency and throughput have been presented. For ADVA FPGA Development platform for TSN with P4 

programmability, two stand-alone demos have been described and one-way data path latency, PDV 

and FPGA power consumption measurements have been discussed. 

Section 3 describes the work carried out in the development and integration of the programming 

languages in the platforms. In particular, the description of the P4 compiler for Mellanox Spectrum ASIC 

devices is reported, extending the description included in D3.2. After, the integration of Xilinx SDNet P4 

workflow in ADVA’s programmable platforms, the packet processing data planes for FPGA hardware, 

and the required three-phases of compilation have been described. Finally, in this section, we described 

the XL programming language particularly the back-end compilation that provides the bytecodes for 

Flowblaze FPGA-based prototype.  

Section 4 provides a short description, the progress, test setup and evaluation results for the standalone 

hardware technologies. For the FlexE technology the test setup is depicted and network slicing 

performance in terms of bandwidth, delay and jitter have been evaluated. For X-Ethernet the 

experimental results with three E-Ethernet prototypes have been summarized showing the ultra-low 

latency features of this solution. For RF modelling, further results of the two rail environments and for 

both Sub-6 GHz and mmWave technologies, based on an actual train consideration (similar to the one 

that will be used for the final rail demo) moving along the above-mentioned tracks has been reported. 

For the ORAN interface between Distributed Unit and Radio Unit, a Fronthaul evaluation has been 

performed and latency and jitter have been measured. Furthermore, a throughput test has been 

performed to assess end-to-end performance. For the LoS MIMO, the experimental setup is expanded 

from 2×2 to 4×4 MIMO with a Uniform Rectangular Array (URA) configuration, a measurement setup 

using Hardware-in-the-Loop methodology has been deployed and experimental results has been 

collected, to evaluate the achievable throughput. 

Part of the above mentioned work has been used in WP4, where the work on developing the physical 

and virtual functions that execute over the WP3 platforms was carried out. Furthermore, some of the 

platforms included in WP3 have been already used in WP6 activities (Railway demonstration in 

Barcelona) and, as well, some of them will be part of the upcoming demonstration activities (Smart City 

and Stadium demos) in Bristol in 2020. 
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7  Acronyms 

Acronym Description 

AADU Active Antenna Distributed Unit 

AC aggregation cycle 

ADC Analogue-to-Digital Converter 

AoA Angle of Arrival 

AoD Angle of Departure 

AP Access Point 

API Application Programming Interface 

B2B Back to Back 

BB BaseBand 

BBU BaseBand Unit 

BER Bit Error Rate 

BH Backhaul 

BS Base Station 

BVT Bandwidth Variable Transmitter 

BWT Blu Wireless Technology 

CAN Controller Area Network 

CAPEX CAPital EXpenditure 

CD Clock Doubler 

CP Control Plane 

CPR Carrier Phase Recovery 

CPRI Common Public Radio Interface 

CU Centralised Unit 

C-RAN Cloud Radio Access Network 

DAC Digital-to-Analogue Converter 

DA-RAN Dis-Aggregated Radio Access Network 

DC Data Centre 

DCB Data Centre Bridging 

DDOS Distributed Denial of Service 

FF Flip Flop 

DL Download 

DSL Domain Specific Languages 

DSP Digital Signal Processing 

D-RAN Distributed Radio Access Network 

DU Distributed Unit 

DWDM Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing 

EFSM Extended Finite State Machine 

FCS Frame Check Sequence 

FDD Frequency division Duplexing 

FH Fronthaul 
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FIFO First In First Out 

FMC FPGA Mezzanine Card 

FPGA Field Programable Gate Array 

FSM Finite State Machine 

GPGD gap-detection scheme 

GPP General Purpose Processor 

GPU Graphics Processing Unit 

GWVBBU Gateworks Ventana (single board computer)Baseband Unit 

HARQ Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request 

HIL Hardware-In-the-Loop 

HW Hardware 

HWA Hardware-accelerated 

HYDRA Hybrid Defined Radio Architecture 

IEC International Electro-technical Commission 

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers 

IHON Integrated Hybrid Optical Networks 

IHP Innovations for High Performance microelectronics 

IoT Internet of Things 

IQ In-phase Quadrature 

ISI intersymbol interference 

NICISU Network Interface CardSub-Unit 

ITU International telecommunication Union 

LAA Large Aperture Array 

LCV Line Code Violations 

OFLTE OpenFlowLong Term Evolution 

LTE-A Long Term Evolution Advanced 

LUT LookUp Table 

MAC Media Access Control 

MCT Migrated Connection Table 

mDC micro Data Center 

MEC Multi-access Edge Computing 

MIMO Multiple-input and multiple-output 

MME Mobility Management Entity 

MPI Multi PHY Interfaces / Multi-Protocol Interfaces 

MTU Maximum Transmission Unit 

MU Multiple-Unit 

NB-IoT Narrow Band Internet of Things 

NFV Network Function Virtualisation 

OAI OpenAirInterface 

OBSAI Open Base Station Architecture Initiative 

OVSOBSAI Open vSwitch Open Base Station Architecture Initiative 

OLT Optical Line Terminal 

ONU Optical Network Unit 
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RESTOPEX Representational State TransferOPerational EXpenditure 

ODL OpenDayLight 

OPP Open Packet Processor 

PCS Physical Coding Sublayer 

PDV Packet Delay Variation 

PHY Physical 

PMOD Peripheral Module 

PMA Physical Medium Attachment 

PMP Packet Manipulator Processor 

PNF Physical Network Functions 

POE Power over Ethernet 

PON Passive Optical Networks 

PPP Public Private Partnership 

PRB physical resource block 

pWDM passive Wavelength Division Multiplexing 

P2MP Point-to-Multipoint 

PTP Precision Time Protocol 

QAM Quadrature Amplitude Modulation 

QoS Quality of Service 

QoT Quality of Transmission 

QPSK Quadrature Phase Shift Keying 

RISC Reduced Instruction Set Computer 

RPC Remote Procedure Call 

RRH Remote Radio Head 

RSRP Reference Signal Receive Power 

RSU Radio Sub-Unit 

RU Radio Unit 

SDN Software Defined Networking 

SLA Service Level Agreement 

SerDes Serializer/Deserializer 

SIL server instrumentation library 

SINR signal-to-interference and noise ratio 

SM Spatial Multiplexing 

SMA SubMiniature version A 

SMT Statistically Multiplexed Traffic 

SON Self-Organizing Network 

SO-RAN service-oriented RAN 

SSMF Standard Single Mode Fibre 

SW Software 

TC Transparent Clock 

TCAM Ternary Content Address Memory 

TCP Transmission Control Protocol 

TDM Time Division Multiplexing 
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ToD Time of Day 

TSN Time Sensitive Networking 

TSON Time Shared Optical Network 

TTI transmission time interval 

UDP User Datagram Protocol 

UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunications System 

UP Upload 

vBBU Virtual Baseband Unit 

VIFSAI VirtualSwitch Abstraction Interface 

VLIW Very Long Instruction word 

VLAN Virtual Local Area Network 

VNF Virtual Network Function 

WDM Wavelength Division Multiplexing 

WDM-PON Wavelength Division Multiplexing Passive Optical Network 

XFSM Extended Finite State Machine 

ZF Zero Forcing 

 


